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PREFACE

The National Consortium of Competency Based- Education Centeri which assumes
responsibility for the authorship of this paper is an informal association of institutions in-
volved in the development and implementation of Competency Based Teacher Education.
At the present time, there are nine National CBE'Centers:

Florida State Georgia
Michigan State Syracuse I

Teaching. Research/ Houston
Oregon College of Wisconsin
Education Toledo

Columbia

Each of these centers is an outgrowth of CBE design and development activities
initiated in 196,8 as the Comprehensive ElementaryTeacher'Preparation Models with sUpport
'From the National Center for Education Research. Today these centers are: 1) conducting
research and development activities in the context of implementing a variety of CB.E, pre-
service', and in-service CBE Program Models, and 2) providing development assistance and
training services for those interested in installing competency-based educatiOn programs.

The Consortium: 1) serves as the coordinating body for the National CBE Centers;
2) serves as a conceptual forum focusing on the refinement and 'advancement of CBE concepts;
3) provides p source of CBE leadership at the National level; and 4) functions as a elearinpouse
for the provision of developmental assistance to meet National priority CBE needs. The
Consortium is currently engaged in developing two other major papers for National dis-
semination - one a position stateMent on the Governance by Consortium and the second a
careful examination of a needed research on CBE - and is planning for a series of regipnal and

.National "think-tank" symposia and publications on key CBE topics, e.g., needed research,
performance assessment, equality standards, and for materials development.

Each National CBE Center presentsa unique profile of CBE activity and capability.
All are engaged in some phase of implementing CBE programs'- three have operational pro-
grams; all are developing and /or have developed management systems, competency lists,
theoretical papers, and descriptions of their programs.

Although today the Consortium is a formally organized group of educational leaders
in competency based education, it began as an informal group who had been instrumental in
developing and studying the feasibility of models for exemplary teacher education programs
undei grants from USOE. This original group .met from time to time to discuss their in-
vestigations and to share their.ideas. Through fundings from various USOE sources this
group, with occasional changes in personnel and designation, has managed*to continue its
professional relationships through frequent meetings and conferences in the area of com-
petericy based education.

During the first few years of its organization the Consortium, divided its time between
meetings which provided technical assistance to professionals from colleges, universities, and
school districts involved in competency based education. Later it turned to extending the
concept of CBE through program development, research and related activities.

One of the continuing problems faced by institutions attempting to redo their teacher
education programs in the direction of more competency based activities is the general lack
of definition and criteria for just what constitutes a competency based teacher education

/2 program. Since 1972, -the National Consortium of CBE Centers has been working on this
problem. A rough list of criteria statements was produced for examination, an instrument
was developed, explained and tested in several institutions, and the document from which
this monograph is taken was produced. Professional educators associated with 13 operating
CBTE programS have been involved in the development of the instrument presented herein.
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FOREWORD °

The Multi-State Consortium on Performance-Based Teacher Education is pleased to
1. make available to interested readers this dismission of one of the issues of cal-rent import

in the continuing effort to improve teacher education.

The Consortium wishes to acknowledge its gratitude to. the National Consoftium of
CBE Centers for permission to publish and distribute the catalog.
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Since the creation of the 'concept of competency based education it has had many
interpretations. CBE has been defined in many different ways with uncounted different
interpretations of those definitions. In practice, a few educational institutions, have designed
programs which reflect in both principle and practice the fundamIrrtal concept represented
by the term competency based education. Others appear to have had superficial acquaintance
with the concept. They seem to have selected a few related notions and by implemeitl
them have felt the right to call their programs competency based.-

Probably the greatest number of those who misinter"Pret,the concept have viewed
CBE as pEimarily individualized instruction. Those who hav,e taken this position have
usually concentrated on preparing individualized (independent) instructional modules which .

they substitute for the subject matter units of their courses. These programs have changed
little -- the best One could say for them is that though they remain subject matter pfpe
programs they are individualized to a greater extent th'an they Previously were.

Another identifiable group has taken the notion of behavioral objectives, coupled it
with some principles relating to teacher accountability, given emphasis to teaching per-
formance and called it competency based. This group normally focuses on evaluation. In
general the Fold that itis the extent to which learning can be described behaviorally that
determines the extent len which the teacher is competent. Here-is a reflection of CBE bust- of
a true representation in terms of the broader concept held by the authors.

For those who endorse an experience or activity program, CBE implies field
experience.. For them, the more teaching activities undertaken by the student the greater the
teacher's, store of experiences and thus the more likelihood of competent performance. Here
the term competency based education is being interpreted -as synonomous with field centered
education. All would agree that increased attention to field experiences is a practice common
to CBE, but I'M unlikely that one would find more than a very small minority who view this
as ,thunajor focus.

There have been those too who have sought to resist changes in practice but have
accepted the terms Some of this group claim, "We'have always soughtto prepare competent
teahers..lndeed, for us, there is no chanfle. Teaching competence is the underlying theme
of our,goals and objectives." There is some truth in what they say. For example, it is true
that teacher educators have consistently sought throughout the past few generations to
prepare competent teachers. However, there is a difference between the generic meaning of
the terms competency and competence, and the specific meaning given to these terms in the
language of that approach to education named "competency based education."

There are other interpretations Of competency based education that vary markedly
from that held by the authors. These four examples should suffice to point out that if there
is to be an acceptable model from which to judge whether or not a program is commtenCY
based it is the responsibility of those who hde been instrumental in designing the concept
to present such a model.

Such individuals, represented by a group of about a dozen educators from nine teacher
training institutions and agencies of the U.S. Office of Education met in Washington, D. C.
in mid 1972 to begin the process of developing a set of criteria useful in helping program
planners and administrators define "competency based education" in the contexts of their
situations.

t started ot4o be a definitional model of competency based education was
developed as a result of symposia In St. Louis, HoustOn, and San Francisco during 1973 into
an instrument capable of a variety of uses. This instrument was improved by the authors at
work sessions in Albany, Orlando, and Chicago in early 1974.

0



A tentative version was field tested at eight institutions* in March and April, 1974,
and revised at a workshowattended by the "field testers" in Houston in May, 1974. The
instrument contained in Vis monograph is the result of those activities. While it is primarily
the ?lark of the four authors, it is the result, actually, of the' collective work of individuals
at twelve institutions of Teacher Education.

This instrument has been used by individuals in' operational CBTE programs to help
' determine the extent p, valich their program is competency based; it has beerrused by in-

dividuals about to embark on a program to develop a CBTE program to suggest "tasks to be
completeduln their,developmental process; and it has been used, in a modified form, to

( ascertain cOmnihn or"standard" elements of CBTE programs existing in a state system of
higher educition.

The authors did not envision the potential usefulness for their "definitional model",
when the original-think-tank symposium began to work on the process. The variety of pilot
study uses to which the i rument was put, however, seems to indicate that the need for
such an instrument is real.

This monograph is divided into three parts - one containing both a short and an
amplified version of the instrument, another containing an item by item discussion of the
criteria contained in the instrument and the third containing descriptions of how institutions
have used the instrument. For your convenience, the amplified version of the instrument
appears twice in the document.

4

*OCEHouston, Toledo, Georgia, Syracuse, FIU, Xavier and Weber State.
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Competency Specifications

1.0 \Ccmipetencies are based on an analysis of the professi6nal role(s) and/or a theoretical
formtiletion of professidnal responsibilities.

/2.0 Competency statement.4 describe oVcomes expected from the performance of pro-
.

lession related functions, drihose knbwledges, skills, and attitudes thought to be
essential, to the performante of those functions.

3.0 Competency statements facilitate criterion-referenced asses=

4.0 Competencies are treated as tentative predictorsof profe oval effpetiveness, and are
subjected to continual validation procedures.

5.0 Competencies are spec ied and.madyublic PriorSto instruction.

5 -

SHORT FORMAT

.1
\,

6.0 Learners completing the CBE program demonstrate a wide range of competency
profiles. , r'

Instrtfction

7.0 The instructional program is derivedfroM and linked to specified competencies'..

8.0 ;instruction which supports competency development s\ organized into units of .

vmanageable size.

9.0 Instruction is organized and implemented st as to accommodate learner style, -

sequence preference, pacing dd perceived needs.

10.0 .Learner progress is,efer mad by demonstrated competence.

11.0 The extent of learner' k rogress in demonstrating competencies is made known to
him throughout the prbgram.

12.0 Instructional specifications are reviewed and revised basedon feedback do

Assessment

13.0 Competency measures are related validly to competency statements.

14.0 Competency measures are specific, realistic, and sensitive to nuance.

15.0 Competency measures discriminate on the basis of standards set for competency
derq,onstration.

16.0 Data provided by'competency measures are manageable andt4seful in decision making.

/ 1 0
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17.0 Competency measures and standards. are specified and made public prior to instruction.

Governance, and Management

18.0 Policy statements are written to govern, in broad outline, The intended structure,
content, operation and resource base of the program.

1,9.0 Management functions, responsibilities, pr6cedures and mechanisms are clearly
defined and made explicit.

Total program

20.0 Prcigrarn staff attempt to model the attitudes and behaviors desired of students in
the program. 9

21.0 Provisions are made for staff orientation, assessment, improvement, and reward.

22.0 Research and dissemination activities are an integral part of the total instructional
system.

ez

,
mi23.0 Institutional flexibility is sufficient for all aspects. of the,program.Pc

24.0 The program is planned and operated as a totally unified, integrated system.
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AMPLIFIED FORMAT .

Competency Specifications

1.0 Competencies are based on an analysis of the professional role(s) and/or a theoretical
formulation of professional responsibilities.

Indicate Rationale for program model end competenciet is written

concrete and definitive not written

1.2 Assumptions about learner'orofessional role, program constraints,
and..iderning and instructional principles explicated

yes no

13 Each conipetency in p ogram can be logically linked to program
model

all /00%
competencies. comp.

50%
comp. .

. no
comp.

1.4 Program personnel who designed program can describe rational
a d link co9iateyies to model-.

ill personnel only sm'all core of developers

1.5 .Entire program conceptualized as an integrated whole

total program specific parts specific parts
conceptualized designed;oVerlap designed
thin specific and gaps formed
pattvdeveloped by analysis, then

linked together

/ ./ ./ :- -- .-' .- . . .

1 Each crj.terion has anindicator added to facilitate the study of indicators unique to speciffe .4

programs. Users are encouraged to add as many as are appropriate to the situation.
. "

12
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Competency statements describe outcomes expected fronhe performance of pro-
Ifession related functions, or thdse knowledges, skills, andettitudes thought to be
essential to the performance' of those functions.

Indicators: _ 2.1 Sub competencies and objectives-are'logically linked to those
competencies expectdd for Program completion.

always usually never
clearly, related related
related

2.2 Instructional objectives are sequenced, from entry -level behaviors
to exit criteria.

sequence related to
a logical rationale

sequence broad,
determine,41 by

,
college

no sequence

2.3 Terminal competencies empha¢ e performance and/or consequence
objectives, not cognitive obje es.

\ \
all are cork most are con- "\ \
sequence and/or sequence, per-
performance and formance, or
affective com- affective corm_ -

4petencies petendiet; a
very few cognitive

3.0 Competency statements facilitate criterion-referenced assessment.

Indicators: 3.1 -Competency statements are clear and concise.

11

all cognitive

all competency state- most competency none
ments are clear to all statements are clear are
students to most students clear

3.2 Statements include criteria levels and behaviors which meet
acceptable standards.

all none

ar
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3.3 Criteria are based on available evidence which is related to

effective perforMance of teachers/'

all' none

3:4 Competency statements describe:

a: Settings or conditions
for assessment

0 t b. Content of performance

.3.5

'c. Level of performance
for acceptable practice

all none
Statements

all.
statements

none

all
statements

none

"4.0 Competencies are treated as\tentativepredictors of professional effectiveness, and are
subjected to continual validatjpn procedures.

Indicators: 4.1 Program includes research componentto validate competencies

)4.2

(

Personnel and Planned Some No planned
resources are 4 validation validation validation
specifically effort is testing is effort-is
assigned to
this component

evident done, evident

Competency statements are continually analyzed and revised

Statements are
systematically
reviewed forpos-
sible deletion
or revision for
each training cycle

Some competencies
are revised or deleted
for each training
cycle

Competencies are
treated as permanent
objectives
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5.0 Competencies are specified and made public prior to instruction.

Indicators: 5,1 Required competencies and options are known to learners as
they enter program.

*

Written statement Written requirements
4 'Studerkts can not

of competencies are available ,to student describe the program,
and diagnostic prior to each program its competencies,
procedures ire part. and their options.
provided student as
he enters' program.

5.2 All required competencies are specified prior to initial instruction: .

All specified
and published

most competencies written
as program implemented

Indicators of competence vary among individuals and from
setting to setting.

Flexible indicators Rigid indicators
as appropriate required of all

5.4

Or

6.0 Learners completing the CBE program demonstrate a wide range of competendy
profiles.

Indicators: 6.1' Both required and optional competencies are included in the
program.

many options open to students no options
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6.2 I ndividtial learner needs dictate program emphases.

always generally never

6.3 Required competencies and option are made knOwn to students
iin advance.

always generalljP never

\ 6.4 Program options are not closed.

J

Instruction

yes -

6.5 Students may choose program options.

yes

, no

6.6 Learner, cognitive styles, teaching setting, area of instruction aid
in determining progrirn options

yes no

6.7.

7.0, The instructional program is derived frbm and linked to specified competencies.

Indicators: 7.1 Competencies determine the learning outcomes to be acquired.

All learning outcomes
(knowledge, skills, etc.)
of the instructional program
are derived and linked to
specified competencies.

Activities are not
related to specified
competencies.
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Activities provided for the student to use in acquirin,
are determined by the natureof the competency: (i'
not learn problem solving skills from expository teac

Activities are derived from
and linked to the com-
petencies to be acquired:

7.3 The elerrients in evaluation instruments are directly
specified competencies.

7.4

. Each element of
student evaluation
instruments is directttly
tracable to a specified
competency

the competencies
., One does
ing).

he relationships
tween activities '

a d the competency
ing acquired are
t evident.

lated to

here appear to be no
lationships between
e items in student

valuation instruments
nd specified
ompetencies

8.0 Instruction which supports competency development is organized into units of manageable
size.

Indicators: 8.1 The size of the instructional unit is dependent upon program variables.

Thesize of the
instructional unit is
related logically to
appropriate program
variables.

The size of the instruc-
tional unit is not
logically established.
The size varies widely.

8.2 Instructional units are organiZed and partitioned to provide data
and feedback on learner's stage of development.,

At the end of each instructional
unit the learner is given feed-
back on progress.

1 "I

The unit size is not
related to the student's
feedback needs.

(ts
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8.3 Learner's'experience with instructional units is used to

determine suitability of unit size.

Student's feedback
concerning the suit-
ability of units (by
length, complexity,
amount of content,
etc.) is used-to re-
vise units.

8.4

No attempt is
made to obtain
knowledge
of student's ex-
perience in using
units.

9.0 Instruction is organized and implemented so as to accommodate learner style,
sequence preference, pacing and perceived needs.

Indicators: 9.1 Instruction provides alternative learning activities.

Instructional units pro-
vide suggested alternate
learning activities
which accommodate the
students' learning style.

No provision-is made
in instructional units
for individual students'
learning styles.

9.2 Program sequence includes -a wide range of options.

Prograkri sequence options are
,known by learner.

9.3 Instruction is paced to the learner.

Program sequence
options are neither
known or available
to learner.

Learners proceed
at varying, paces
through each segment
of the program.

Some differentiation
is made in learner
pacing but determin-
ed primarily by
learner circum-
stances rather
than program design.

18

Learpers all
proceed at the
at the same pace
through the
program.
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9.4 Instruction provides for learner perceived needs.

Instructional units
include "learner
Select" options for
it truction:.

Instructional options
for achieving competence
not available to
program-.

9.6 The learner is given opportunities to assess effectiveness of his preferred
learning styles.

There are opportunities
for the student to
closely examine with

--technical and pro-
fessional assistance
the learning styles
preferred.

Little or no attention
is given to the relative
effectiveness of particular
learning styles as they
are applied by particular
individuals in reaching
their objectives.

9.6 Conferences are held with learners at prescribed intervals.

9.7

Knovit schedule of No conferences
conferences combined held.
with o en system where
conf ence really held
whe needed.

10.0 Learner progress is determined by demonstrated competence.

2)

r

10.1 The student is knowledgable of the general nature of competencies
and criteria used to determine the extent to which performance
approaches professional standards for acceptability.

Student describes
competencies and
the standards for
acceptability.

15

Student not able
to describe coln-
petencies request
or criteria that
are acceptable.
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10.2 Learner progress records are adequately detailed in terms of

the competehcies to be acquired.

Learner progress records
are adequately *tailed,
in terms of the com-
petencies to be acquired.

Learner progress.
records not kept
on file:,

10.3 Learner progress records are used to chart future programs'
directions.

Learner progress, records
are frequently used to
chart program direction.

Learner progress
records are seldom
if ever used to chart
program direction.

10.4 The demonstration of 'pfogress in acquiring the competency is
the focus of attention in determining the extent to which the
learner is experiencing success.

Success is determined by
extent of progress
in acquiring the com-
petency.

Success is determined
by some other other
criterion such as amount
of knowledge acquired,
or nurrner of activities
completed.

10.5 The instruction m hagement system makes provisions for students
to be working ax vailous points of development concurrently.

Instruction is modularized
and organized to be carried
out individually or in small
groups by variable scheduling
techniques.

. '

10.6

2(1

Insfr ction is based
on the assumption
there,' stu_dents

ould acquire the same
!earnings at the same
time.

.-*".
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11.0 The extent of learner's progress in demonstrating competenciesiis made known to
him throughout the program.

Indicators: 11.1 Learner progress records are maintained and available to all
concerned (learner, instructors, counselors).

Learner progress records
are accessible, adequately
detailed, and open to
himself, instructors, and
counselors.

Learner progress
records are in-
accessible, in-
adequate, and/or
closed to students.

11.2 The instructional staff (instructors and counselors) and learner
periodically review progress records in conference.

-Student progress
conferences are,
held frequently.

Student progress
conferences are
non-existent.

11.3 The instructional management system provides for the frequent
and/or continuous updating of the student's progress records.

Progress records updated
on a continuing basis.

Progress records if
available are only
updated at infreqbent
(i.e., semester end)
periods.

11.4 The student is provided with opportunities to acquire skill in
analyzing and evaluating his own professional behavior.

In addition to being
provided with information
about his progress, the
student is helped to

caquire skill in analyzing
his own professional
behavior.

11.5

Little or no at-
tention is given
to the analysis of .

the student's progress,
and none in helping
the student acquire
this skill himself.
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12.0 Instructional specifications are reviewed and revised based on feedback data.

Indicators: 12.1 SpeCifications for the instructional system are explicit and
all concerned (students, instructors, counselors, instructional
professional services personnel, etc.) are aware of these
specifications.

9
V

ts

A list of specifications-
for the instructional
system is published.

4

Neither specifica-
tions nor policies
concerning thet
instructional sintem
have been recorded
much less made
known to those
involved.

12.2 Procedures have been established for having students assess
the instructional system.

On a frequent periodic
or continuing basis
students are asked to
react to the effective-
ness ofIthe procedures
used in the instruc-
tional system.

No attempt is made
to obtai students'
reactions o the in-
structional o-
cedu res.

12.3 A wide range of data is considered in the analysis of the in-
structional system. (Student time, instructor time, in-
structional resources, management needs, learner performance,
etc.).

An extensive collection
of data is used for the
analysis of the instruc-
tional system.

No attempt is made
to analyze the
operation of the
instructional system.

12.4 Data obtained from the analysis of the instructional system as
provided by student feedback are used to revise the system.

On a frequent periodic
or continuing basis the
instructional system is
revised from data pro-
vided by student feedback.

W'o systematic or regular
attempt is made to revise
the instructional system.
Changes are made primarily
on demand from some con -
ditibn or authority.
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Assessment

13.0 Competency measures are related validly to competency statements.

Indicators: 13.1 A listing of performance indicators is included with each com-
petency statement.

Multiple indicators
are present for all
competency state-
ments

Few competency
statements have
multiple
indicators

No competency'
statements
have more than
one indicator

13.2 Indicators are logically related to competency statements.

all
competencies

/some none
/ of them

13.3 Measuring instruments are logically related to indicators.

all
-competetiie

13.4
*NI

-

some
of them

, \N. ..- --
14.0 Competency measures are specific, realistic, and sensitive to nuance., \\.

n . Indicators: 14.1 Competency measures discrimingebetwIen learners who
demonstrate and thoseydurtro not demonstrate competency.

none

sr

a

asures Most measures Undetermined
most of the time most of the time

14.2 Measures assess consiskocy of foimance over time.

Always

2

sually Seldom
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Reli dity of instruments is no and high.

,

Corn uted for
all instruments
and high

Some.
instruments

Not kno r

14.4 Procedures for measuring competency demon rati r are
specified so as to assume quality'and consistency.

Generally fo owed'
sand known by data
col ors

Procedures not
specified, known
or followed.

14.5 Data collection procedures reAGire realistic time and resource
expenditures by students a d staff.

14.6

Realistic

-

Unrealistic

15.0 Competency measures discriminate on the basis of standards set for competency
demonstration.

Indicators: 15.1 Specific acceptable standards are established prior to competency
demonstration for all competencies.

Standards are set
, and made public.

Some standards
are set in advance

15. Standards are based upon data.;le

Standards are depen-
dent upon individual
case, decided after_
competency demonstra-
tion.

Logic, data or
research is used
as basis for
standards.

Standards are
present but
primarily
based upon
judgment or on
negotiation among
developers.

2 4

Standards are un-
known or dependent
upon individual
cases. ,
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15.3 Competency measure's provide data indicating the extent t
which standards are met.

q

For all For some For no
standards standards standards

15.4 Stapdards are realistic expectations of professional develcipmental.

All standarfls
appropriate for
particular phase 2
professional
development.

15,5 Standards

15.6

Some standards
are appropriate

.
are applied based ckn the demonstration .context.

StandardS are not
realistic for particular
phase 4 program to
which trey are applie4J

Standards, may be
negotiated prior'
todemonstration.

Standards are ,Standards are non-
'modified in in-. resistant or rigidly
dividual cases after applied.
competency demon-
stration attempted.

)'16.0 Data provided by competency measures are manageable and useful indecision making.

I,icators: 16.1 Data are collected and stored in an easily retrievable form.

Data on competency
measures are col-
lecteci and centrally
stored.

16.2 Data are reported at pr

Reports are helpful -
to decision makers

a

Some data am
collected, storage
not planned Or
centrally located.

Not collected or
notnstored.

specified de ion points.

ome reports are
'ade as a result

of ecial needs..

No reports are )
geneated.
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,- 16.3. Data are used in making programmatic decisions/

4,

Data are geeerated Occasionally data Not used.
as a basis for de -' .usecl,as a basis,

ciiion making. . for decision
making.

16.4 path collection and analysis procedures are feasible in terms
of time, personnel, and resources.

../ 4
.._... _

7.--'.---- -----)

.Efficiently handled . Collected but. Burden is on
within resources. seldom used program, or

because pro- . not collected.
,cedut:es are
curnersome.

.

16.5 Data are easy to interprdt.

16.6

Format of ate ' Not easily
analysis is clear. interpretable.

/
t.

17.0 Competen9y measures and standards are specified and made public prior to instruction.

Indicators:- 17.1 Cpmpe-tency measures and standards are in a written form.

; .

For all ctmpetericy Some are None are
measures and' 1 available, written,
standards. .r,

a

17:2 Competency measures and standards are,specified in advan
. .

44

yes for some no

17.3 Students can describe competency measures and standards.

4- --L,
"% all known to them some know)) unknown tor

f'''' - students

2 1,

0
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17.4 Procedures for demonstrating competencies are known to
students,andfacufty.

Known to all.

17.5

Governance and Management

Knownto some. Unknownt,ci..
students.

18.0 Policy statements are written to govern,in broad outline, the intended structure,
. content, operation and resource base of the program.

Indicators: 18.1 A formally recognized policy-making or governing body exists
for the program.

a

q

18.2

A governing body is
recognized as having
responsibility.and
authorityLor making
policies for the
program.

No authority recognized
to which one may turn to
obtain knowledge of
existing policies upon
which to base pram
operations.

All institutions, agencies, organizations, and groups participating
in the program are, represented in policy decisions that affect
the program.

When policies are formed
all persons 0 groups which
may be affected 'by those '
policies are represented..

No policiep or policies
made by one group.

41.

18.3 Policy decisions are supported,by and made after consideration
0 data on program effectiveness and resources required.

?

Data are collected', and
systematically stored;
and considered in re-
viewing, changing or
creating policies.

2

()No thsearch'bose exists
for policy dicisions.
Policies areihe result of
power relationships
and personal opinions.

.
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18.4 An explicit statement of policies for management and governance

of the program is available to all involved or concerned.

Such a stateMent of policies
is in printed form, current
and frequently referred to
by persons involved in manage-
ment or governance of the
program.

There appears to be,no orderly
statements of policies avail-
able to persons involved in
management or governance of
the program.

18.5 Associated with the statement of policies for managementand
governance of the, program is a list of the competencies
specified to be demorftrated for exit from the program.

There exists a manual or
handbook which presents
statemetVof competencies
specified to be demonstrated
for exit acdompanied by
interpretative narrative.

18.6 Policies, organization, andmignagement procedures are readily
modified and regularly reviewed.

The expected outcomes of the
program are not clearly
available even in general
statements.

Process known to all;
review process regular.

18.7

No known governance
structure br a rigid,
unmodifiable one.

19.0 Management functions, responsibilities, procedures and mechanisms are clearly
defined and made explicit.

Indicators: 19.1 Management decisions reflect stated program philosophy
and policy.

When management decisions are
made, the deciSion is accompanied
by a rationale which cites the
program policies ariclior assump-
tions upon which the decisions
are made.

8

When decisions are made
they are primarily forced ,

by urgent conditions and
represent an arbitrary solution
derived from political rather
than rational interaction.

O
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112 The pergon or group with responsibility for decision-making
has the authority and resources to implement the decision..

No person or group is required
to implement a management
decision unless provided with
the authority and resources
needed to fulfill the requirements
of the decisiori.

Frequently persons or
groups ate asked to imple-
ment plans for which they
have neither the resources
nor the authority.

19.3 Program management and governance operations are designed
to model the characteristics desired of schools and classroom
in which program graduates will teach.

The criteria established for the
management and gbvernance of the
teacher education program repre-
sents the kind of management and
governance program which would
be desirable for the schools in

.

which the graduates are likely
to teach.

The criteriaused for
assessing the manage-
ment and governance of
the teacher education program
differ from those thought
suitable for the schocils
in which the graduates
are likely to teach.

19.4 Job definitions, staff selection, and job assignment respon
sibilities carried out by the same management- governance
teams who are entrusted with other management-governance
functions.

The preparation of job des-
criptions, the selection
of staff and the assignment
of personnel fo tasks is
a function of the manage-
ment-governance team.

Various individuals in
management are entrusted
with various management
functions. There is little
or no attempt to co-
ordinate.

19.5 Formally recognized procedures and mechanisms exist for
arriving at the various levels of program management decisions.

Procedures for program manage-
ment decisions and made public,
used consistently, and
acceptable. to all involved.

2

Procedures for program manage-
ment decisions are in-

t
consistently folloviid.

a
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19.6

A

Total Program
/

20.0 Program staff attempt to model the attitudes and behaviors desired of students in
the program.

Indicators: 20.1 Faculty and staff meet regularly to work as teams.

F

Always Sometimes Never

20.2" Staff treats students with the respect and concern for support
which isoof the Same high quality expected of graduates with
their relation'to school pupils. -

Always , Sometimes Never

20.3 Staff members openly share differences of philosophy and
social positiont so that students see the appropriateness
and strength in diversity.

Always Sometimes Never

20.4 Instructional staff use the CBE principles in their 'own teaching.

20.5

Yes

1,

No

21.0. Provisions are made for staff orientation, assessment, improvement, and reward.

Indicators: 21.1 Personnel training programs are competency-based.

Improvement of Isolated No organized
program personnel activities. training program'.
is through a CBE
designed syste;n.

3
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21.2 Evaluation profiles are kept on all staff and made available
to them.

Yes No

21.3- Faculty reward structure consistent with CBE role descriptions,
requirements and developelnent.

Yes

21.4 Staff development activities are recogni ed as important as
teaching, research, and publication.

Yes

21,5

22.0 Research and dissemination activities are an integral part of the total instructional
system,

Indicators: 22.1 A resqarch strategy for validating and re9ising the program is
operational.

r

Written procedures, Some efforts to Not being
hypotheses, date; study results of done.
systematically applied. program.

22.2 Reports of completed studies are used in revising program.

Numerous written Data or unwritten
reports available, reports available.
used.

-0
" 22.3 Research management system is operational...

No reports.

Yes, comprehensive, Some processes, . Not
Workable, working. not systematic. . operational.
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22.4 Procedures for sharing results with other programs and for

obtaining their reports are operational.

Regularly shares with Haphazard sharing No relationship
....)at least two programs, of results with other than casual

some sharing with other programs ones. ,.

ten others.

22,5 Staff can describe the research strategy, on-going studies, and
conclusions of previous efforts.

All staff

22.6

some Only for studies
he is engaged in.

23.0 Institutional flexibility is sufficient for all aspects,of the program.

Indicators: 23.1 Resource allocation is based on student outcomes rather than
course competencies.'

a

Resources allocation Resources allocated
determined by objectives by course enrollments.
completed by students:

23.2 Additional resources (personnel, materials, facilitips, funds)
are provided for program development.

30% or more
increase for',
program design";t

15% increase <

in resources
(personnel and
dollars).

None

23.3 Resources are contributed by all consortium members (school
districts, Colleges, professions) to collaborative effort beyond
individual institutional needs.

All partners contribute Akleast-cv institution No additional
funds and personnel to provides additional ifundsproyided.
build consortium. funds.
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23. Course, grading, and program revision procedures support the
ktativeness necessary to complimerft the program.

Changes readily
accepted on
experimental
basis.

C

23.5

Involved proce-
es and numerous

autho Lions by
committees ad-
ministrators
necessary for

---- changes.
441

No changes
possible,

24.0 The program is planned &Id operated as a totally unified, integrated system.

Indicators: 24.1 The programwas planned as a totally integrated system. ?",

Total program . .Courses compiled Independent
designed prior into a program. parts grouped
to independent together and
parts. called a program.

' '24.2 The.program is operated as a system.

DeCisions reflect Many
consideration of isolated
the total system. independent

decisions.

?4.3 Management is by objectives.

Yes Somewhat No

24.4 Evaluation system provides continual feedback to assess
objectives achievement for various sub-systems.

Data available
and used. Program
revisOd:

Data occasionally None
operational.used.
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24.5 When making decisions on on phase of the program, impact

on other sub-systems is caliulated and considered.

Always Sometimes

24.6 The sub-systems are continually being modified.

Never

Yes Somewhat No

24.7 Harmony in principles among various sub-systems is apparent.

Internal Consistency can No consistency,
consistency be generally . ' or not .

easily. apparent. identified. considered.

et .
..

24.8 The program is continually evaluated against the actual pro-
fessional needs, and refined based on feedbaiik. . ,

Formal review Program not
structure amenable to
operational; modification.
changes continually
being considered.

24.9

C

.DA
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INTRODUCTION

This section is designed to help the read nderstand the various criteria, the indicators
one may expect to find which support the c eria, and the rationale behind the authors' in-
clusion of some aspects and exclusiin of a hers vis-a-vis the criteria. For each of the this
section includes (a) the criterion statement; (b) the indicators for that criterionAnd (c) a dis-
cussion of-the criterion, the indicators and the authors' rationale. The intent of the section is to
allow the reader to consider the criteria from the same perspective of the authors. The authors

_would be quite concerned if this discussion, in any way, would limit the reader from the variety
of possibilities for use which might be imagined for an individual criterion or the criteria as a group.

COMPETENCY SPECIFICATIONS

Six of the criteria describe competency specifications which speak not to operational aspects
of the program but to how competency statements are determined, written, measured and used. The
analysis contained in this part includes implications for the public nature of competencies and the
flexibility necessary in "requiring" competence.

1.0 Competencies are based on an analysis of the professional role(s) and/or
a theoretical formulation of professional responsibilities.

This criterion examineis how competencies are determined. 'the basic contrast that is made
is between traditional curriculum designs and the competency-based curriculuip,design. The
principal distinction is that the latter is the result of an analysis of the professional role of
practitioners for which CB students are being trained.

Traditionally, professional educational programs are designed by educators who draw .

upon their expertise asAfined by an academic subject area (e.g., anatomy, physics, and literature
ior even solwisely defined as human anatomy, thermal dynamics, and 17th-century English

poetry). What the student learns in traditional programs may or\. not possess-specific
relevance to professional practice, and the total program nay or ay not be coordinated for
maximum learning efficiency. Often decisions made about currictlum requirements have little
justification beyond the fact that "our students always take 'X'.subject of Professor 'Y's' course."
As such, these dedisions exude an aura of the initiation rile.

CBE, however, emphasizes the connection between professional competence and the
specification of trainee learning experiences. The analySis of professional responsibilities, therefore,
is a prerequisite for curricular decisions. Some areas of professional activity may not admit to
precise analysis; yet even in such cases theoretical formulations of these areas can be made con-
sistent with the professional role definition. Based on professional descriptors (whether
pragmatic or th oretical), a rationale can be Written whiMcommunicates a professional training
program's purp se and goals. The rationale provides the gtudents of the program, the public supporting
the program, an the faculty conducting the program with a clear exposition of the program's
objectives. Hidden agendas within the professional training will disappear. Students will
know what is expected of them prior to entry in the program. 'Public support can be based on informed
commitment to the objedtives. Faculty will know the contribution they make to the program and
how it connects with the total design.

The writing out of competency statements as the foundation of the curriculum plan achieves
the benefits of both curricular precision and programmatic integration. Questions of the relevance
of each part are answered as the parts fit into the total plan. The totality of the instruction system s

31,
410
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possessed a concreteness expressed in distinct competen statements. The final result is a high
order of curriculum specification which avoids either, e phony idealism and platitudes which
characteriie-mostpatalogue descriptions of traini programs or the fragmentary collection
of disparate pieces of instruction.

One of the underlying assumptions of `Competency-based rograms is that the selec on
of competencies is made through a process which all major' articipants in the profession con-
tribute to determining what constitutes a valid competency. For the teaching profess n such
participants would include university faculty, practicing teachers, administrators -- th
university and school, students and the general public. All parties and all sources ust be
sought to assure an adequate get eralizable analysis of job definition. This ass 'ption has
consequences in the systemic design of a CBE program which are discussed der other criteria
statements; for example, student placement in cooperating field centers iewed as not only
a way by which students practice and demonstrate certain competen rs but also as-a means
of validating the competency statements and providing data for t revision. Since no
decision is made in isolation from other ccrrnponenAof the prMram, the design of the
management system, the instructional delivery s%6tem and 46 research system are all affected 4
by this assumption. , /ar

Probably thergreatest consequence of the application of this criterion in the design
of a curriculum is in broadening the denition of aprofession. Who constitutes a professional?
The concept of-a practicing professiorfal as-en independent agent beibriging to a "guild" of other
independent agents is no longefirrictional in our society. It is especially true that the arrogance
of knowledge and narrow specialization can no longer be acceptable to a society which demands
accountability from its professibnals. All persons who are affected by the practices of a pro-
fessional have a right to participate in the decisions which dkine the profession.

The definition of professional functions cannot be left to practitioners alone. The
apprentice system is dead in an age of technology. The training of professionals has to result

(--ihthe creation of equitable distribution of professional services. Competency-based educational
programs move the profession from the status of a clique protecting its prerogatives to that
of a public system delivering its services. /

2.0 Competency statements describe outcoes expected from the performance
of profession-related functions, or those knowledges, skillg, and attitudes
thought to be essential to the performance of,those functions.

a

. Given a clear definition of the professional roles graduates-are expected to perform, a

CBE program delineates the instructional objectives for trainees. Objectives are stated in com-
petency terms and are sequenced from entry level behaviors to exit criteria. While individual
modules of instruction will describe learning experiences which have cognitive/knowledge
objectives, and while others will describe skill acquisition exercisetthrgugh simulations and
other practice situations, the focus of the program remains on the outcomepr terminal com-
petencies of the professional functions. Conceptual learning and affective briiwth and skill
development Inay be differentiated by separate descriptor's, but the design of a ..E-pr esvam
is always to codrdinate and orchestrate the unity of these factors in tetirtrirfunc 'rig pro-
fessional.

For example, a music teacher in a public school will need to know a great deal abous...--
music literature, the history of music, harmonics, music theory, etc. She/he will also have
skills in performance, probably on more than one instrument. However, knowing much about
music and knowing how to make music are still not enough. The decisive criteria for the

a

0 I
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profession eacher resides in the capacity to transfer the musiFal knowledge, attitudes, and
perfori. . ce skills to others. Many musicians cannot teach. It is the purpose of a CBE

in music education to insure that the outcome of training is effectivefunctioning
e learner consequence level. So as previously asrerted, it is necessary that the link between

professional role definition and competency statements in a training program be established
and diligently maintained.

A competency-based educati program focuses on the expected behavior of the
pre professional. trainee as an indi or of competency, whether in entry level criteria or in
exit criteria., Tus, theobjecti s within the program are stated in behavioral terms and are
sequenced to facilitate the a quisiticrrraflifowledge, skills and attitudes. In many programs
modules are used to define a specific developmental task leading to a demonstration of com-
petency. A modular format using behavioral terms permits the adaptation of sequence and
pace to trainee needs. It also breaks up the traditional, and often artificial, divisions of

ociwledge by academic subject area. Instead of a vertical division of the curriculum, a
hoI ontal distribution of knowledge skills and attitudes leading to a specific competency
occurs.

A competency statement describes the outcome behavior, but this standard also
recognizes the fact that each behavior is incorporated into the repertoire of individual
trainees who emit the behavior. So the reality of a CBE program fosters the individUal ap-
propriation of professional behavior. The program allows opportunity for the student to

--personally relate discrete knowledge, skills and attitudes into his/her own set of behavioral
strategies.. A large degree of student responsiveness is build into the program by virtue of .

this faptr. Different student progress does, in fact, elicit different patterns of using knowledge,
still attitudinal constructs. The result is that é CBE program constantly evaluates its
criteria for mastery against trainee behavior in professional roles, rather than against some
absolute, artificial standa)d. , The recycling of the instructional.mgram,-thus, becomes a
continuous process.

3.0 Competency statements facilitate criterion-referenced assessment.

Ore of the great advantages of a CBE program is that the evaluatio assessment of
trainee performance is beg(' upon measurable criteria rather than on standar orms. At
least, this is true to 04 extent it is possible to describe the desirable outcomes in ehavioraI
term:- The practice of norm-referenced assessment of student work has tong been an in-.
hibitor of student growth and even of curriculum changer. Alood example of norm-referenced
assessment is the traditional practice of many mathematics lisiagsors who pride themselves
in failing an exact peitentage of students'every term. Or take the ease of the policy at some
large state universities which. have 'open enrollment requirements mandated by legislatures.
These universities often use the large freshmen required courses, such as freshman English,
as the arm of the idmissions office by failing ("weeding out") students in fixed quantities.
Some norms may be useful, but in most cases they Ore established by reasons other than
meeting students' needs.

Criteria-referenced assessment sets performance standards that are based on realistic
professional behaviors. Competency statements, therefore, describe the setting or con-
ditions for assessment, the content of the performance, and the level of performance for
acceptable professional practice. Successful achievement, as a result, is based upon a trainee's
meeting the prescribed professional criteria, rather than upon his competing against fellow
trainees to be accepted into the arbitrary percentage of "those who passed."

3 ,
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When has someone learned enough? The wise have al ays told us that the answer to

that questiortis"never." T.he range of human achieVernent is st, so that when considering pro-
lessku4standards, it is necessary to state criteria with a hig degree of behavioral specificity.
At the same time, q is equally important to recognize the v riability in each trainee's display of
the specified behavior. For this reason, CBE programs are in ry dualized by definition. As the
criteria of a competency list not only what is done, but also the contlitiO% and the level of
performance, so the "gestalt" of the performance for each trainee )E considered in the assessment.
The individual-student's performance profile contains the evidence of-individual work; so a norm-
referenced grading system is not appropriate.

Nowhere is the evaluation of teacher performance more difficult than in the area of interests,
attitudes and values - the affective domain? And yet the eviden0from research suggests that
the quality of teachin'g is directly related to positive attitudes toward self and the world. The
criterib for assessing teachers, and thus teacher trainees, must include statements which relate
to attitudes, beliefs and feelings; in fact, the whole range of ye,* meaning in a teaching task
is as important as the observable behavior. A CBE program malei it possible to encourage the
development of trainee sensitivity to this level of action by proOding for individualization in
both task definition and task reporting/recall. Unless the trainees are made partners in this
process, this level of self-assessment just won't happen. Likewi5e, unless a program makes
explicit its values,beliefs andfealings about the quality of human life, students'will have no,
guide in the struggle for 'self-growth.-,

4.0 Competencies are treated as tentative predictors/of professional effectiveness,
and subjected to continual validation procedures' 6

A CBE program, to the extent poisible, bases its design/operation and output upon
empirical evidence linked to professional function. Given thislioal, a CBE prograin treats the
competency descriptorsas tools by which predictions of successful professional function may
be made. The existing evidence of contextual and/or empirical support of a given competency
statemeril does not negate the importance of continual validation. That is, a given competency
maybe feneralfy supported by the professional opinion/judgbient of its importance, and there

may be research studies which reinforce the competency's essentiality to Professional practice.
But, as trainees move into'professional roles, a continual process of measuring the actual
importance/use of the competence in practice is maintained. Frortl such data, a given com-
petency' may be more accurately described or otherwise modified as a training objective.

Predictability, in this statement, is not used so much in the statistical sense, but rather
in the sense of an inferential relationship that exists between the demonstrator of the com-
petency in a preparation program and future, short or long range success as a practicing pro-
fessional. Validation testing of the competencies among professionals in the field is; thus, a

crucial research component of a CBE program. But even before all empirical data are in on any
given competency, a priori inferences may be made as to the importance of competencies. An
a priori inference is one based on a logical analysis, rather than "hard data" research results.
The inference can be based on analysis of job definition and/or a theoretical formulation of
professional responsibilities. As research data become available they would be used. However, the
lack of research data will not deter the preparation of competency statements.

An example of the regenerative feature of CBE programs is the Toledo model. Formative
evaluation is built into the Toted° model's procedures through the Assessment/Revision
Committee whose three major concerns are the operation of the information management
system to insure the continual collection and dissemination o data, the supervision of
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Agrammatic research, and.the design and implementation of formative and summative evalua-
tion. Special pd hoc groups are formed to aid in formative evaluation, at both the elementary
and secondary levels.

At Florida International University student performance data and student attitude-data
are collected on all modules, tasks and enablers each quarter. These data are used to revise
and refine competency statements, module packages, etc._ The internal validation question being
answered is, "Are the students actually acquiring and demonstrating the prespecified competencies?"
As a resultof suchbuilt-in systems, CBE programs can effect change in different program
areas on an on-going, routine basis of operation.

5.0 Competencies are specified and made publiC prior to instruction.

E program iycharacterized by an integrated design of learning activities based on
clearly descri ed competency statements. The competeneitztatements spe ify performance
levels for train e evaluation and are known to everyone. The applicant tot e program can,
therefore, know in advance of entry what will be expected of him. While a CBE pregram can
permit considerable flexibility for student negotiation dfsoptional/alternative learning
experiences, the.non-negotiable competencies are easily identified by trainers and trainees
alike. This fact increases the effectiveness of the training and the morale of the trainees. No
hidden agendas are practiced upon the students. Instructors Icripw the objectives of not only
their own area of teaching responsibility, but also of theivolleagues. As a result, advisement,
student elf-assessment of progress, and program effectiveness are greatly enhanced. .

Students and faculty of a CBE program haife access to information about the total
operation of the program. Students learn as they enter the program,-through intensive
orientation, the structure, functions and operational procedures. They know in advance the
objectives and criteria for assessment ach part of the program. The faculty also,knows what
to expect tsom their colleagues and wh t eir colleagues expect from them. I n'contrast, many
traditional programs make a fetish-of secre undef the guise of "academic freedom." Such
closed door policies,often cover up sloppy_p anning and ineffective teaching. In spite of what
the catalogue may say about a course, many professorsteackwhat they please in their classes.
For example, at one major university it was diStovered'- only.by inadvertence - that three

.graduate courses in a sequence of required courses all hid ri3quired...the reading of Future Shock
during the first year of that book's popularity. Who really knowthat gdes on'in another
professor's course in the traditional curriculum? How does.a Student know what he/she is-
getting int9 when the course begins? While student eyaluations ancrundergrOend course
descriptions are filling the gap on some campuses, thl3re would be no gap in ru'ofessional
training'programs which operation on CBE.principles.

6.0 Learners completing the CBE program demonstrate a wide, range of
competency profiles.

Whan a trainee in a CBE program graduates-, instead of having a list of courses and a
grade point average as the evidence of his competency, he has a portfolio describing his
denjonstrated competence in both required and optional areas. A competency profile of
the program graduate could be drawn from the primary evidence of his performance at specific
tasks; in many cases this evidence could include the assessed product itself = a paper, amedia
program, a video record of a task performance, etc. Potential employers of CBE program
graduates have a more accurate indeic of the professional capability of job applicants.
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During training, the individual learner profits from the flexibility made possible by
the' competency-based instructional design. Demonstrating competence in areas' of strength
may be quickly accomplished, permitting greater attention to areas of student weakness.

'

The individual needs of the learner can dictatethe allocation of time and resources within
the prOgram. Likewise as requirements are ,met, optional experiences can prdvide a broaden-
ing and deepening of learner proficiency.

Q

INSTRUCTION

.0
Because instruction, is the main business,,of any educaticinal program, the criteria

for the instruction subsystem are among the most important. In CBE, these criteria re-
,

flect'syftem, order and direction. Wheircontrasted with more common programs, it is
found that CBE is not centered around a variety of learning experiences as is the activity
program. Nor is 'instruction incidental or derived from the expressed wishes of the learner's.
Unlike the'subjeetmatter approach, it avoids having its students accumulate and organize

,;k1scholarly'and professional knowledge on the assumption that this is the primary ingredient.
CBE instruction is derived from competencies and is directed at providing learners with
these same competencies. liiitruction is, therefore, focused on the job to be learned. An
analysis of that job provides the performances, subject matter, skills and attitudes of which
the program is composed. Instruction helps the learner acquire these elements and synthesize
them babk into the specified competencies. The criteria which follow facilitate this process.

OY

Q

7.0 , The instructional program is derived from and linked to specified competencies.

A competency -based program builds the design of the instructional program on the
specified professional outcomes identified and expressed by.competency statements. For
example, if, in the judgement of some acknowledged authority, one of the professional
tasks in which a teacher oul nstrate competency is that of designing and administer-
ing a respondent learni g strategV7 en several implications follow. Not only should the

. studentin training acquire knowledge about respondent learrnSg theory, but that student
should also be able to transfer the concept to practice settings using simulations of real
life characteristics. However, the test of demonstrated competence can only come in an actu,a1
cjassrooni with pupils. It is likely that repeated practice would be required for performance
,demonstration. Each cdthese steps in acquiring the stated competency implies a programmatic
need: resource material for cognitive learning of the conCept, simulation settings, materials
for practice, and field/laboratory contexts for demonstration in real settings. Program
decisions are-thus to be made on the basis of definition of the competency to be acquired. The
demands of the profession are carried 'throughout the planning, implementation, management
and evqjuatiolvof the instructional prograni.

It should be observed that traditional, programs are often weakest at this point; namely
din demonstrating relevance and the visible connection between learner outcomes and the
specific activities of the day-to-day instruction. In many cases, what occurs in classrooms
and seminars is dictated by factors quite unrelated to student needs or professional competence.
The favorite "hobby-horse" of the instructor maybe the focus of lectures. Assignments may
be made on the basis of materials available or instructor familiarity, without regard to either
student needs or of an integrated instructional plan. All that can be said with accuracy about
traditionaprograms that certain quantitative events have occurred in a trainee's exPerience. For
example, most teacher certification programs still require a given amount of time (translated by
credit hours) in a given array of subjects.
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The indicators concer themselves with the' primary aspects of theinstrtictional
program other than the compe encies themselves. The indicators focus on con ekt0learning
activities and the evaluation of studentsprogress. ..

,
/

8.0 instruction which suiipOrts competency development is organized into units of
manageable size.

The most common term in CBE for 'units of,,manageable size:' is module.MA4Odule
is an identifiable unit of instructin which logically would facilitate the performance of -
one or more competencies. A module may be represen,ted by-a collection of (1).facts,
definitions and. concepts about some' phenomena; (2) skills to'beacquired; or (3) attitudes
or values withswjlich certain essential competencies can be implemented.

ilefzuse aAodule may be largeOr small', the term "manageable size" needs further
clarification.' This can be done best by contrasting CBE practices with common practices.
In conimon practice the teaching unit is a standard length of time There is some measure of
flexibility iethis practice. For exainple,a.cciyrse is normally measured by some multiple of
the academic semester or quarter hour. It is normally divided, into subject units. It is commbn
practice to divide' a course into a number of subject units on the basis of the number of weeks
the course is offered. Sometimes a unit is one week; at other times it may be two weeks in
length. There are other variations, but all are based on time Competency-based education
assumes that the managers of iearhing calf select the enablers in such a manner that the
assortment selected for the instructional learning unit has identity in terms of thecompetency
to be acquired and at the same time is compact enough for the studentto grasp conceptually.
In addition, CBE places no time restrictions on the student. He may pace himself as rapidI9
as he is capable and he may move as slowly as he needs.

This criterion considers the extent to which the site of a unit is determined by the
program variables, conventional time units, and student progress evaluatiOn needs. Attention

A
is given to the extent to which students' experiences with instructional units are considered in
preparing and revising such units.

9.0 Instruction is organized and implemented so as to accommodate learner
style, sequence preference, pacing and perceived needs.

No two people learn exactly' alike. An instructional program which does not provide
alternative modes of achieving objectives forces the trainees into the same mold. Because
a CBE program is organized.by the integration Of competency statements, a wide range of
instructional variables is available. Also, it is possible for the learner to take an active role in
shaping the operational means and ends of program components.

Personal' counseling is prbvided to help the student adapt learning alternatives to his
personal styles. This is particularly desirable for teacher education programs. One of the
goals of CBTE could be expressed in the competency for decision making which demands ,

taking responsibility for one's decisions and acts. If decisive teachers are desired, then they
Must be prepared in-settings Which permit, even demand the trainee to take responsibility for
his own learning activities. To make choices that attend to desired,personal and professional
Consequences, the trainee should know himself well - his strengths and weaknesses, his
interestshis biases and his affective responses to interaction stimula. CBE design makes such

-attention to individual differences possible. ,
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Two terms Used in the indicators for this criterion may need defining: learner-

,' select in 9.4 and preferred learning_ styles in 9.5. Learner select options is a term used in
instructional' modules to describe the provisions made for allowing the student torao about
acquiring,the proposed !earnings in any manner he chooses. He has complete freedom to
"do it On his own in his own way." If at the end he can perform then no one need question
how he acquired the learning. Learners should not be held accountable both for the kind
of process they go through and also for the results of that process. One di the other should
be required,i but not both. Preferred learning styles refers to the approach to instruction
which the student chooses from his options. His reason for choosing it may only be that

,he thinks it is the best To know better whethewitoot his preferred approach is his
best approadh, the student ought to be given opportuhities to examine the effect of "his"
approach with 'others.

10.0 Learner progress is determined by demonstrated competency.

The inchindual trainee in a CBE program is judged on the basis of specific criteria linked
to each competency. Careful records are maintained on each trainee, not for comparison with
other trainees, but for the benefit of the learner who, with his advisor, can plan and monitor
progress through the program. The question is always', "How well does the learner perform as
judged by criteria which are set by the needs of the profession?" The learner then may know
hoW well he is doing in approaching professional standards of performance, rather than how
he compares-with other trainees.

With the exception of the first one, the indicators for this criterion all relate either
directly or indirectly to those characteristics which affect learning. The first emphasizes the
need for the student to be fully aware of its nature and that of the criteria for its performance.
The others focus upon, the necessity for an individual to be aware of his progress, -for the use
of individual student progress to provide program direction, for the utilization of individual
progress as the criterion for success, and for a management systems which allows individuals to
vary in their rate of progress.

His progress in the program is determined by his demonstration of the objectives
specified for each phase of the program, and his completion is judged by the competencies
specified. This contrasts with programs where the student is held accountable for participating
in certain activities. Some CBTE programs combine the two, holding the student responsible
for working a certain period as a teacher aide or intern, but the major criteria for completing
the program are not related to whether or not he worked so long as an aide, but whether
13e can demonstrate the expected competenCies.

11.0 The extent of learner's progress in demonstrating competencies is made
known to him throughout the program.

The learner has access to all records related to his progress in' the training program.
The evaluation process thus is an intr al part of the instructional program. Learner records
are regularly reviewed withihe learner and kept current. ,Group data are available to the in-
structional staff and the general public, but the personal achievement records of individuals are
kept confidential. Evaluative comments, observations, letters are placed in a trainees file which
are: (1) based on stated criteria and (2) revealed to the trainee by name of the evaluator. Not
only is the trainee expected to be responsible for his judgements, decisions and acts, but the
faculty also are expected to assume responsibility for the integrity of the data.
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If one can check positively each of the indicators, then:

1. there are adequate records of progress which are available to all concerned
2. the student has frequent opportunity to discuss his progress with those

most knowledgeable - .

3. his records are updated on a continuing basis
4. he is helped to develop the skills to make his own analyses of his own

progress which should serve him well as he advances in the profession.

12.0 Instructional specifications are reviewed and revised based on learner feedback data.

Since the purpose of instruction is to facilitate learner demonstratiorof competencies,-
the effectiveness'and efficiency, with which the instructional progranfunctions is of primary
importance. Each part of the program, each instructional option is assessed continually -

in terms of (a) the extent to which learners select it, (b) the time required by learners to complete
the option, (c) the time of staff in supporting the option, (d) program resources needed to
support the option, (e) the relation of this option to others,,in the program, (f) extent to which
the option leads to learner demonstration of objectives, and (g} learner attitude toward in-
structional optiqn and the objective it leads toward.

To collect these data and to use them in revisions of the instructional program, a
systematic prOcess is designed and maintained. Students react to each portion of the program.
Data on achievement are maintained. Validity data are collected. Procedures for collecting
them are known to students and faculty. A regularized procedure is maintained for considering
thesedata and for'revising the program.

One of the significant strengths of the CBE design for instruction is the criteria by which
the components of the program are assessed by reference to learner feedback. Program.
effectiveness may be judged by many standards, but surely one is the consequence upon learners.
Affective responses of learners as well as cognitive functions are weighed. If a component is found
tahave undesirable consequences upon the learners (e.g., takes too long, displaces other effects,
bores or irritates learners, is dangerous to participants, or is insignificant, etc.), the component
May be dropped completely or Modified in some way to avoid tht difficulties. While learner
feedback is not the only variable to consider in the revision of instruction, it is one of the.
major concerns.

ASSESSMENT

The next five criteria focus the attention of the user upon the assessment procedures and
competency measures which are a necessary part of any CBE program. The criteria not only
describe items reflecting validity and reliability concerns but also contains iniplications for
the determination of "levels" of demonstrations, the data, their management and usefulness,
and the public nature of the measures.

13.0 Competency measures are related validly to competency statements.

The extent to which the measures of a competency are congruent with the comoetencv
(validity) is an important dimension in a CBE program. Establishing validity, particularly in a
CBE program is not easy; as a result, many persons and programs choose notto deal with it
directly. Validity is assumed.

:
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cyCompeten_cles are ne Imeasured directly. Indicators of a competen are measured,
-.. .

With the degree of logical relationship referred_to as the validity ot, the measure.
With more simple measures, such as the length of a boars, we refer to a characteristic

'Or property (length) rather. than to the board itself. Further, it is this property that is measured. 0,

SiMpier properties such as length, weight, or size are more r,eadily identified than those found
in education (achievement, attitude, ability, etc.) whe're the inferences are much greater The
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latter require indirect means of assessment while the board was directly measured. Responses to
a set of problems are used as indicators of educational achieVement or ability. They-certainly do
not measure intelligence, but persons who are judged intelligent generally score higher than
persons judged less intelligent. . - .

CBE Program measuresleqUire indirect measures of competence. Because of the central
mode in CBE competency statements and their measures,-the cOngruence,of measuring and com-
petencies is vital. Assessment procedures can be logically_derived from and related to competency
statements. This implies several indicators. First, the competency statement (or objective) is
clear and unarinbigious. Second, the mode of assessment logically relates to the type of corn- ,

4 petency or objeCtive specified. For example, cognitive objectives can be assessed through
paper and pencil responses, but performance criteria demand instruments such as check-lists,
rating scales, event flows, or other performancedescriptions. Consequencecriteria would
require measuremeneof student rather than teacher activity or products.

Consider the competency statement: "The teacher gives clear, concise directions."
Certainly this relates to verbal interaction, and perhaps somewhat indirectly to the Flanders
Interaction Analysis system, but it is not the most logically-related measure of the competency.
Verbatim tran cripts of directions which.can be analyzed for'clarity and unambigiousness are
one measure. !Describing student response (nun-tier and type of questions asked about the
direction or whent to which pupils followed the direction or pupil understanding of the
directions as elicited in interviews) provides indicators of the competency which can be
measured.

In this criterion, two terms may need defining. Competency Measures refers to the
instruments, procedures, and criteria used to determine, competency. They may include
lists of indicators and instruments for measuring indicators of the competency. Validity,
typically includes both content and construct validity.

To ascertain the extent to which measures arrrvalid witrrespect to competencies,
the following Should be collected: (1) list of competency statements, (2) list(s) of indicators,
and (3) measuling instruments. When it is not feasible to assess initially all measures of
competencies, a randomly selected set of coMpetencies can be drawn, with their supporting
list of indicators and instruments. For each competency, specific instruments and procedures
should be available for review.

The rater's judgement on each of the indicators should be based on the logical,
relationship of instruments to indicators and instruments to competencies. The explicitness of
this relationship also bears on the deliberations.

1

a., 14.0, Competency measures are specific, realistic, and sensitive to nuance.

While the previous criterion concerned:the validity of performance measures, this
one probes the extent to which they are reliable. Reliability deals with how a characteristic_
is measured. In CBE, behaviors are sampled. If the procedures are of adequate nor
appropriate, the results will be specious another sample would yi d different results.
Reliability can be improved at least in few ways: (1) Write each it m in the instrument

45
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unambiguously. Ambiguous items decrease reliability since different people interpret it dif-
f6rently. (2) Add more items of equal quality. This decreases changet-of random errors, but
increases the time required to collect data. (3) Clear and standard instructions tend to reduce
errors of measurement. (4) Administration of instruments under standard, well-controlled
conditions increases reliability.1

This criterion goes beyond standard tests of reliability to probe the extent to which
the item is sensitive to various settings. For example, is it sensitive to differences between
high and low socio-economic area school settings, between high school and elementary schools,
etc. The name of indicators of competency will contribute to the increased sensitivity of
competency instruments. Further, the extent to which data collection procedures and content
are specifically defined will contribute to sensitivity.

Data collection can become a proverbial millstone around the CBE neck, however.
Students can expend tremendous emotional and physiCal energy taking pre- and post-tests.
This criterion asks that this issue be addressed; that the extensiveness of testing prOcedures be
identified and that judgements be made about how realistic they are. While reliability may be
increased with more extensive data, realistic expectations from students and staff must be
considered.

. This criterion refers both to instruments and procedures of assessment, which are
specifically written, realistic in terms of time available for assessment and settings employed,
and sensitive to varying environments and situations.

To assess this criterion, evaluators may wish to apply the above indicators to the
same measures as used in 13.0. If all assessment procedures are subjected to review in 13.0,
then all might be included in assessing this criterion. More likely, only a sample would be drawn
for review in relation to both criteria.

in addition, are any data available which indicate the amount of time students and
staff devote to pre-assessments? To post-assessments? To their attitudes toward CBE
evaluation? If such data are not available, data collection is in order. (1) How long does
it require to complete the sample instruments? (2) Based on extrapolation, about how much
time mould a student spend in his program on pre-assessment and post:assessment? (3) What
proportion of his total program does this represent? (4) What range of deviations might be
expected from students of varying abilities? (5) What scoring resources are required to process?
(6) To what extent are assessment procedures known to students and staff? (7) How much
faculty time is devoted to pre- and post-assessment? (8) Are special facilities or resources
required (such as public school setting on a simulation carrel)? To what extent are they
available when needed? Are special arrangements required and what steps must be taken to
secure them? (9) Can specific instrumentation be identified for specific competencies?
(10) Given a range of performance settings, to what extent do instruments account for
variances? (11) Are regular review sessions held to review and improve instruments?

15.0 Competency measures discriminate on the basis of standards set for competency
demonstration.

In CBE programs, not onlyis an expected behavior identified but also an acceptablTndard
of performance. Some programs have progressed beyond this to multiple levels;

1Fred
N. Kerlinger, Foundations of Behavioral Research (New York: Holt, 1964), pp. 442-3.
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TC - Total. Mastery indicating the highest level of performance in our program,
is equivalent to Proficiency in,another program.

AC - Acceptable Competency allows for progress in the program and is comparable
to Competent.'

NC - Not Competent requires_recycling prior to proceeding to other phases of the
program.

Whether as a single standard or multiple standards, it is vital that Cpmp ete n c y measures
be of such a nature that they provide data relative to achievement of standards. The standard
then is the acceptable level of performance for' competency.

Standards may be contextual. Student reactions required of a competency may vary
between secondary and primary schools and between-urban and suburban schools. Thus, for
maintaining quality standards, more vigorous application may be required intone setting than
in another. Standards are, however, established prior to, not following, competency demonstra-
tion.

Measures of competence often provide normative data -- that is, a range of levels of
competency demonstration. Acceptable performance standards are then set and adhered to.
These should be based on theory or data, and should be alterable in individual casesto
achieve uniform quality control even though the content of competency deibonstration may
change. The same competency measures as were evaluated in 13.0 and 14.0, above, should
be considered in applying this criterion. Here, however, the focus is on the acceptable
standards to be applied toacceptable demonstration of the competency. The evaluation of
this criterion raises questionrsuch'as: (1) How were standards established? (2) How are
they modified? (3) Can they be changed in individual cases? (4) If changed, do they still.
reflect the same level of quality -- that is, -- would the individual probably have been 'able to
meet the original standards under originally controlled conditions? (5) Are variables con-
trolled as much as possible in competency demonstration? (6) Are standards based on any
valid reasons-opiate?. (7) bo standards adequately. reflect the competency itself?

Interviews vtilth developers may be required to collect`data on this criterion. In these
interviews it is necessary to focus on standards rathdr than competencies or measures. The
latter are so pervasive that they tend to interfere with the standards question.

16.0 Data provided by competency measures are manageable and useful in
decision making.

Decisions made on the basis of data are important to CBE. Each student and his
advisor examine data on his performance and make decisions relative to his progress in the
program. Program designers examine achievement and attitude data of dtudents'relative to
particular parts of the program and revise objectives and instructional activitieg on the basis
of data. Program managers consider data relative to time and other resource expenditures
of students and faculty in relation to outcomes and modify program thrusts, dimensions,
and procedures on the basis of evidence.

The way in which data provided by competency measures is collected and reported
determines to a large extent its usefulness. Raw data are seldom useful; properly displayed
analyses of data require forethought and time to adequately handle. Considerable thought

4r
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must be given to major decitions which need to be made - by whom they should be made,
and what information is required to make the decision:

Collecting data just to have it is as useless as having no data at all. The questions
are: Is it useful and is it used?

Computer storage of data may be helpful in the process but is not necessary. The
criterion to be applied in making this decision is one of the feaSibility and whether or not
computer storage facilitated the decision making process.

As students demonstrate competencies and sub-competehcies, the data on their
performance is useful to themselves as they make decisions, to program designers, in-
structors,.and managers. This criterion probes the-extent to which these data are useful
and used.

In assessing the extent to which a CBE program uses data in making decisions,
evaluators attempt to determine if data are collected, how they are stored, how they are
made available to decision makers, who uses the data, how they'are used and for what
purpose. They examine raw data from compiled reports and trace the data collection-
storage-analysis-interpretation cycle for a specific set of data to ascertain the efficiency
of the system. The evaluators interview data users -- students, faculty, program desigers,
program managers -- to determine their.perceptions and experiences with data in decision
making, and to determine the extent to which data are used. ,

Probes are macs in two areas: (1) Are probable decisions and decision points
known in advance with data collection geared to facilitate decisions; and (2) to what
extent could the system respondzif the evaluation team requested a particular set of
data or an analysis based on known collected data?

17.0 Competency measures and standards are specified and made public
prior to instruction.

This criterion goes in tandeM with 5.0 which requires that competencies be specified
and made public prior to instructions. CBE is an open system; it is a success-oriented
system; it is a learner-oriented system. Thus, it is logical that the requirements of the programs
will be known in advance both to students and to.faculty. The purpose of both criteria is
to facilitate student achievement of competencies; research has consistently supported the
thesis that man is goal-seeking and that he is more likely to achieve goals when they are
specific and known to him. .

Making competency measures and standards known to a student does not imply
that the specific Auestions on a test or behaviors on an observation scale which sample
competencycompetency wilt be known. This is particularly important with respect to-affective objectives,

- hereere indicators, if known, might be mechanically performed only to meet short-range needs
rat er than long -term, more pervasive competencies.

This criterion also re' lecti knowfrdssesiment procedures and time-lines. It implies
that a description of assessment measures be available to students, and the; they know
about them, "Competepcy measures" refers to assessment instruments, indicators, pro-
cedures for administering and processing, and analysis, while "standards" refer to the
acceptable level of competency demonstration. "Public" is a word used in many different
ways. In this criterion, it refers-only to those people who are involved in the assessment
process -- primarily, this includes students, university faculty perhaps public school teachers,
and program designers. The time dimension, "prior to instruction," was included to

4a
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preclude delineation of measures and standards after they were demonstrated. Any other
time-frame referent is acceptable so long as both the student and instructor have access to
them at the time the student first engages in the pr&Loss of competency attainment or
demonstration.

Interviews with students are helpful in collecting data on this criterion. The extent
of their understanding of program expectations and how they go about demonstrating
competencies can be assessed by inquiring ablout their current and future program objectives
and activities. Do they, in fact, understand what proceduies they will follow and what
criteria will be applied to successful completion in the program.

In a survey of program resources, are documents available which describe for
students competency measures and standards? Are these clear anditiVerstandable? Do
they provide direction to the student negotiating his way to competence? Ate documents
available to all? Are there some documents of a technical nature which support specific
assessment techniquei and are available only to staff?

Governance and Management

In CBE programs,'governance and management are closely related. Governance
refers to the controlling, regulating and directing of program operations; it deals with the
policies and processes which keep the system functioning. Program management refers to
administering and supervising the activities of the program in accord with policy and in-
cludes responsibilities for facilitating operations by processing needed resources such as
equipment; personnel and materials. Because they are interdependent, one cat ,.function
effectively without the other, and thus frequently the two terms are interchanged in
applied dittiaroiii.

The following criteria highlights the functions of governance/and management which
specifically related to CBE operations.

18.0 Policy statements are written to govern, in broad outline, the intended
structure, content, operation and resource base of the program.

Statementiof policies are operational guidelines. In a cormietency-based program
importantthe most importa are those that set forth the exit standirds or the competencies

that the' educational program is designed to help.prospectift teachers acquire.
Other policies concern the organizational structure. Although different types of

structure may exist, the primary criterion of effectiveness. of any one is the extent to
which it facilitates learners' acquisition of the target competencies.

The term "content" is also a broadly conceived term, Thus, policies concerning
content may refer to anything that has been put into the instructional program for the
purpose of fulfilling the over-all mission. On the one hand, content might include
learning materials such as literature and audio-visual aides. On the other hand, it might refer
to practical experience in field centers. In all cases however, content includes both teaching
competencies and their enablers, such as subject matter, communication skills, and attitudes.

The source base of the program may be either a limiting or extending force. Resources
are the available time, talent and effort that all personnel are willing to release to the training
program. Also included are the real materials and equipment that are required to implement
the program.
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The indicators relative to the criterion of policy statements reflect the concerns ex-
pressed in the statement itself and in the introductory discussion. They are the avrilabitity
of three statements: an explicit statement of policies; a statement specifying the competencies
to be demonstrated for exit; and a statement explaining intended structure, content, operation
and resource base of the program.

In order for policy decisions to be made, certain procedures and mechanisms must
exist. Because these procedures and mechanisms may vary in nature among programs, they
must be understood and recognized by all persons concerned. Also, every educational
program must have some source of authofity. Competency-based educational programs are
no exception. Thus, some governing body such as an advisory board or executive committee

, is created and is formally ackhowledged as having this function.
In a competency -based program it is regarded as necessary for all persons Or agencies

affected by the program to have a participatory role in determining program policies. This
ieto say that a teacher education program may no longer be considered the special domain
of the state department of education or that of the college of education at a university.
These are only two of many partners of a consortium concerned with teacher education. Also
included are teachers, school administrators, professional organizations, teachers' unions,
community organizations and the students themselves.

Program evaluation data are used to determine and/or to validate policy decisions.
This criterion therefore regards program evaluation as, an integral function of all CBE
programs. The criterion assumes that program evatuation procedures begin by examining
the discrepancies between desired outcomes and real outcomes. Should the program have
met the demands of the mission, ffien it would be "an effective program in the sense that
the objectives were attained." HoWever, there are other considerations. One must ask,
"Was it worth it?" If achieving the objectives is too-costly in terms of what is-produced,
then some modification of change must be undertaken. On the other hand, more economical
means of fulfilling the mission may be created or discovered. The "costing out" of polic
decisions enables appropriate conservation of available resources in terms of the desi
goals.

The indicators are All4dterrelated. When considered collectively, they demand more'
specificity of concern than is immediately evident. For example 18.1 calls for a governing
body. This means a group of individuals. The next criterion (18.2) details the nature.of
this group. It must include more than the "traditional leadership;" it includes the instructors,
counselors, cooperating personnel and also the students for whom the'program is designed,
the community which it serves, and the professional organizations which it affects. The
first and second indicators suggest that the "data on program effectiveness and resources
required- (in 18.3) means the identification of numerous concerns including not only
that of student progress but concern for such broader assessment factors as quality control,
cost effectiveness and discrepancy analysis.

19.0 Management funCtions, responsibilities; procedures and mechanisms
are clearly defined and made explicit.

This criterion holds that a CBE program should have a complete and consistent
statement of policy that is made available to all individuals or groups within the system. It.
further holds that, whenever decisions are required, a systematic consideration be made of
existing policy so that decisions are consistent with that policy.
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In any system some roles reflect more the responsibility for establishing policy than
that of implementing_it; other roles are more concerned with carrying out policy than
establishing it. This criterion suggests that competency-based programs clearly specify (set
down in wiitten form) the procedures by which the:various levels of program management
decisions are made. It also requires that the, mechanisms used to operationalize these pro-
cedures be clearly communicated to all involved.

CBE oprograms reflect concern for the conservation of resources. Any decisions made
with regard to management must take into con,Oderation what knowledge is available at
the time with regard to the objectives and the resources that are needed to satisfy them. In
short, competency -based teacher educational programs are required to reflect consistent concern
for obtaining the most effective results in relation to the input with which the system is
entrusted.

Program management and governance in CBE should be designed so as to reflect
the characteristics of an exemplary model of school management. Most CBE programs
require job definitions or statements which describe respohsibilities and activities for
particular jobs that are carried out within the system. Staff selection proceeds on the basis
of these job descriptions. All of these tools and processes are directly linked to the policies
regarding levels of management responsibility or authority.

The five indicators associated with the criterion depict a variety of concerns for
anyone who seeks to determine the level of performance of a teacher education program
which calls itself competency based. The indicators lead us to an examination of program
philosophy and policy, decision responsibility, job definition's, staff selection proceduies
and levels of program-management decision making. 6

AL PROGRAM

_ A number of-concerns tit any Teacher Edudation program are also important in
competency based programs. The criteria in this section direct attention to those areas
concerned with the total operation of the program. Two direct the attention of the user
to staff and staff development characteristics. One looks it research and discrimination
activities. Another exarnines the institutional flexibility necessary for a successful program.
The last, as a summary item, asks the user to step back and assess the total program as a
unified integrated operation.

20.0 Program staff attempt to model the attitudes and behaviors desired of
students in the program.

An institution seeking to establish a functional CBE program can do all the things
recommended in this paper, and by neglecting this criterion have most of the effort come
to naught. That is, a program can bemodularized,,individualized, field based and systemically
designed and managed, but withilet ftiVstaff modeling the characterittics of competent,
humanistic teaching which underpin the CBE design, the impact on students will be diffused
and corrupted. The age-old injunction 'to "practice what we preaCh" is especially pertinent in
a CBE program.

So the strength of the CBE program can, in many cases, be measured by the degree
to which student contact staff display the skills the program seeks to teach. By staff, we
refer to Ai staff. How many times can students be turned away by a secretary's autocratic
tone, and not get the message that they are unimportant? How often can instructors get
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so busy as to send out messages to students that there are more significant activities than
students struggling for understanding? And what happens to students when they experience
direct, authoritative "expertise" on matters of self-posing and disc very- inquiry approaches?
If the staff does not function as a team, if differences aren't openly displayed and if dis-
respect for students permeates the program, no amount of systemic management can out-
weigh'the negative effect.

Students in CBE programs need to experience instructional leadership which is
concrete and related to life. This can be accomplished only if the staff brings to the task
their full human potential and concern. While much theoretical work is- useful in the
training setting, the staff which consistently connects tbe_theory with their own practice
of education gains credibility.

Sorrie may argue that this criterion is not unique to CBe programs; and of course it
isn't. However, effective models are particularly crucial to CBE programs in a way they may
not be to other programs. That is, due to the prominence of exit criteria in CBE programs,
the definition on3articular skills poses a powerful clarity. If the instructional leadership is
deficient, then the student reactiZn is so much more open and apt to be cynical to an
extreme. The phony, the buck-passer, the self-obsessed has nowhere to hide in a CBE
program.

21.0 Provisions are made for staff orientation, assessment, improvement, and
reward.

Many staff.in CBE programs were'educatecf using other more conventional instructional
modes. As theA enter CBE for the first time, orientation to new perspectives and new
demands, is impdrtant. The specific requirements of the CBE program, management pr
cedures, learning commitments, resources available and other factors idiosyncratic to th
program itself should also be included in new staff orientation. Further, some opportunity
for staff to analyze and contribute to the revised program is needed.

Procedures for assessing the effectiveness of staff are usually part of CBE programs.
Being consistent witbCBE.principles, these assessments are based on pre-specified objectives.
Feedback from students tive to instructor effectiveness is used as part of a regular analysis
procedure.,

Regular staff in-service programs are planned. These are based on a needs assessment
of program and instructors. These sessions are in addition to regular staff meetings designed
to improved management procedures and for communication purposes.

0 ,.iCortmetency-based education programs assume change. They regard themselves as
dynammbrid hold that were it not for their regenerative qualities the systems would die for
lack of ability to adapt. Thus one essential component of all competency-based teacher
education programs is that which provides opportunities for staff to assess themselves and
on the basis of this assessment to find means toward self-improvement.

22.0 Research and, dissemination activities are an intergral part of the total
instructional system.

The systemic concept imbedded in CBE is applied to operation of such programs.
Such an approach implies clear objectives, activities designed to achieve these objectives,
and assessment to determine the extent to which objectives have been achieved. A fourth
and vital phal, however, is the feedback mechanism which compares results with pre-
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specified objectives. It also considers immediate results in the broader perspectives of
general program goals, values, and societal needs.

Much of the data employed in decision making is also-useful in a research strategy
to determine the extent to which practices might be extrapolated to other settings. CBE
programs should periodically speculate on achievements,and practices, and report data on
successes and failtires.-7

Hypotheses concerning the basic fabric of the program and its procedures should
be tested through carefully designed research strategies. Such research strategy may be
planned and integrated into on-going activities, but with independent and rigorous inter-
pretation of results. Some programs have formulated a long -range research strategy based
on a model of their needs.

In a developingerea such as CBE, many programs are duplicating efforts. Some of
this may be necessary as part of the developmental process, but much duplication could
be elitninated through a profession-wide dissemination process. In focusing on a single
program, the question is the extent to which objectives and practices of the program are
based on knowledge of other programs and of research, and the extent to which this
prog aril shares its own findings.

In this contexXiesearch-refers to studies of the on-going programs and can include
produc engineering &Mies (i.e., attitude and achievement of students using a module,

_e021 of Instructional events, etc.); competency validity studies (relation of competency
monstration to effective teaching?); institutional change studies; and studies of assessment
struments and procedures. Such studies may be conducted under rigidly controlled

conditions or in field settings. They result in reports which lead to revised program operation
or to an increased professicinal knowledge base.

Stich studies are formulated by the persons involved in program design and im-
plementation, and results are disseminated to them and to others who are interested or
concerned.

Conducting such studies is part of a total conceptualization of the program development
and refinement sequence. It is considered internal to, rather than an appendage of, the
program.

Judging this criterion requires the collection and analysis of studies conduCted on the
program. Is there an over-all research strategy? Are data systematically collected? Are
relevant conditions accounted for? Is there a regularly functioning group who accept
responsibility for research activities? Have hypotheses been generated? Are reports of
research available? Do program'people know about and use such studies irydesign and re-
vision activities? Have they been disseminated?

23.0 Institutional flexibility is sufficient for all., aspects of the program.

CBE is somewhat like the nose of the camel poked under the tent -- it carries with
it numerous other obligations, less obvious but equally demanding. And, soon* the whole
camel is in the tent.. Pre-specified objectives for students it pre-specified goals and
objectives for the program and the institution. The emphasis on competencies implies
that the program is non-time based. It also implies a "yes - not yet" concept of grading
which relates to objectives rather than to norms established by student body achievement.
The emphasis on objectives implies alternative instructional strategies --not a regularly
schedules class period. It implies instruction that is appropriate for achievement.
It implies differentiated staffing patterns, teaming, group determination of appropriate

r.
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goals and objectives, student involvement in decision making, and more extensive and in- `.
tensive advisor counseling. 'It implies closer working relations with schools, involvement of
school people in objective and instructional specifications, and a consortium management
system. It implies a more open and introspective institutional system.

Many institutional.v;Aues held for years conflict with CBE thrusts. Grading is norm-
based not criterion-based. The/Public expects A, B, and C grades. Semesters and quarters
segment the calendar and define when litiork is to be accomplished. State supported
universities typically are funded according. to the number -of enrolled each semester
time and student head count-are the building blocks of their financial structure and the
reward systeM of faculty often depends upon "referenced journal articles" published.
Management systems are 'typically line-and-staff while CBE implies matrix management
concepts where objectives and program-specific thrusts(are used to disseminate resources
rather than previous cdpmitments.

Thus., CBE designers often are frustrated by "the system" which tends to maintain
its current practices that are in turn often not appropriate for CBE. This criterion, then,
focuses on the institutional and inter-institutional setting for the CBE program. It considers
the extent to which the, institution is flexible as it deals with needed modificationS to,<'
accommodate CBE. It examines process, people (administrators, committed) and organiza-
tion.

Because CBE implies field settings and infers consortia arrangements, institutional
refers not only to intra-institutional (typically college, school district, professional
organization) but also inter-institutional organizations, management, and procedures.
Plexibiiity may be defined in terms of responsiveness to need processes on materials. This
includes communication systems, reporting practices, financial arrangement.and personnel
and other resource assignments.

To ascertain the extent of institutional flexibility, the evaluation team will heed
to collect data on CBE and more conventional programs. (1) To what extent is CBE treated-
differently? (2) Are additional faculty assigned for development? Iniplementation?
(3) Are added funds for materials and other resources made. available? (4) How different is
CBE in grading and registration practices? (5) What procedures and sign-offs were required
to secure such exceptions? Whatichanges were-not acceptable? (6) Are faculty salaries
and promotions based on CBE eflorts? (7) Is there a formal consortium with bylaws
and regular meetings of a governing board? (8) What Jurids, personnel, and other resources
are contributed by each consortium member? Are any of these, in addition to previous
commitments? (10) Have time constraints for grading or financing CBE been modified? How?
By what process?

Such questions niay require (1) interviews with'central university administrators;
(2) description of committee and other approval processes; (3) testing out potential
changes (such as (a) no grades; (b) registration at any time for instruction related to a
competency; (c) no cburses, (d) varied, method for financing program, (e) additional funds
to field test a radically new and personnel - rich program compone t) these could be in
the form of vignettes tailored to the institution in which reactions a e obtained from
various individuals and groups as to the feasibility of*the change; an (4) exarnining,
documents on promotions criteria.

5.1
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24.0 The program is planned and ope'rated as a totally unified, integrated
ystem.

As discussed in many of the previous criteria, CBE is an approach to program`design
and management which is both comprehensive and commanding. The power of CBE is ti
diminished to the extent thanianyjihase is inconsistent with CBE principles. Thus the
program itself must be conceptualization as a totally integfatad-sistem, designed arourtl,
objectives, and continually revised.

The process for designing that program is objectives oriented; with the objectives
referenced to the time-line for developmental activitids, involvement of personnel, and
securing of resources. The process is planned around objectives.

Management too is objectives-based, whether related to a single or multiple in-
stitutions, to the process of management or involvement, to organization or governance.
Pbjectives'are specified then employed to guide development and implementatidn.

Training programs for perions designing and implementing CBE also employ CBE
principles and practices. In fact, every aspect of program design and implementation can
be evaluated by reflecting on its congruence with CBE principles.

Akey word in this criterion is system, for system implies integration and inter-
dependence of the various sub-systems. It implies wholeness, definition, and distinctiveness.
This criterion culminates many others, but draws them together to focus on an over- riding
concept -- the integracy of the system depends upon the extent to which each of its
functioning parts contribute to that'integracy.

This criterion actually draws its data base and its concepts from previous criteria.
The evaluation team will want to review the operating principles inherent in othercriteria
and to speculate upon the consistency with which each independently and all as a group
reflect CBE prirtiples Further, an "analysis of the internal consistency of management and
instructional practice as'compared with student training program recommendation becomes
vital. The'inalysis thus is two-fold:. external between the system and itrsub-systems and
CBE principles; and internal consistency among sub-systems.

This particular criterion is a good one to summarize deliberations, and has been
listed last for that reason. It provides a way to review other criteria, to conipare them, to
assess discrepancies, and toprobe for refinement of previously considered data.

F
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As indicated in earlier sections of this document, the criteria have been used by
staff members at a number of teacher training institutions. The primary usage up to the
present time has been in institutions which are currently operating, at least for part of
their students, a competency-based teacher education program. Two case study reports
of such usage follow. Each were completed by individuals assigned the responsibility
for using the criteria by their Dean of Education. At the same tir a that these two were
completed, similar studies were being conducted at six other institutions,where staff
members followed similar patterns. At one of these six, Weber State College, the Dean,
Caseel Burke, used the Criteria as th basis for a total program examination by virtually
the-entire Teacher Education faculty, He reports:

. I briefly disCussed it (the Criteria) with the department chairmen in
Teacher Education, and gained their interest in reacting to it. I had the criteria
dittoed, with space between each item for reaction, and mailed it to the
teacher education faculty on April 11, with a statement of purpose.

On Friday, April 19, the teacher education faculty met as a group
and discussed the criteria more or less at randorn. Notes were taken of all
responses during that session. A second meeting of the group was held on
April 29, at which further input was received concerning the criteria ....
Regarding the total effort of the faculty, it can be said that some
members were more involved than others, but all engaged in the activity
to some degree.... I noted on my own part considerable modifications of
some ideas that were held prior to the meetings. I felt the exchange of
ideas and discussion on the various topics was a building, improving activity.

At other institutions,the activities ranged from a single individual interviewing,
studying, and observing their program and completing the criteria alone to a broad spectrum
of committee assignments to piece together a composite reaction to the Criteria.

A secondary usage of the criteria has become apparent since its development. This
usage was discussed briefly during the early brainstorming discussions held by the
Consortium in 1972 but was not considered to be a realistic target. Such, however, has
not'been the case. Taking the criteria as a comprehensive definition of a competency-based
teacher education program, it becomes a set of terminal objectives for an institution beginning
to move towards a more performance-based program. The criteria, rather than being bench-
marks to be used to evaluate an existing program, become areas of concern, needed,
development, and eventual target conditions or behaviors in which the development process
must take place. While it is too early in the use of the criteria in this way tcrprovide case
studies reporting such use, the Consortium will collect such data and publish them in the
future.
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A CASE. STUDY USING CBTE,CR ITER IA STATEMENTS

L.Y. Hollis
College of Education
University of Houston

The process employing the criteria statements was a consequence of a set of circum-
stances and assumptions. Currently, the College of Education is engaged in a number of
program development activities. The combination of whichf in time, will institutionalize
competency Lased teacher education at the University of Houston.

To understand the process using the criteria statements requires some knoyvledge
of our current stage of development. This can best be accomplished by descriptions of our
program development activities to date, April 30, 1974.

PROGRAM

Course Revision

In the Fall, 1968, a few professors began to experiment by mediating sections of
their courses. Subsequently, this took on the form of modular instruction with learning
options available to students within the module. At this date, from fifty to seventy-five
percent of the "regular" program uses modules and a competency based approach.

Pilot Program Number One

In the Summer, 1971, sixty-four students volunteered to participate in and assist'
with the development of a competency based teacher education program which began in
the Fall, 1971 and ended in the Summer, 1973. Since professional education courses can
only be offered at the junior and senior level, the program design encompassed, the last
two years of the student's bachelors degree program and included only the professional'
experiences. The group consisted of twenty-nine elementary education majors and thirty-
five secondary and all-level majors. The instructional faculty for the first year consisted
of nineteen part-time persons totaling five and one-half full-time equivalents. They were
supported by outside funding which also provided most of the materials and other resources.

Pilot Program Number Two

In the Summer, 1972 eighty-four students volunteered to become involved in a
revised version of Pilot Program Number One. This program began in the Fall, 1972 and
is scheduled to end in the Summer, 1974. In January, 1973 an additional thirty-seven
students began the program. These were 'students that might realistically expect to graduate
with the other group. The total gr9up of 121 consisted of 92 elementary education majors,
26 English/secondary education majors and 3 history/secondary education majors. Seventeen
faculty or 3 full-time equivalents were assigned to the program. Most of the instructional
faculty were supported by inside funding, as were the materials and other resources.

Institutionalized Program: Fall, 1973

In the Fall, 1973 all students taking their first education course were placed in .a
program which,was to become the institutionalized version of the pilot program. Six
hundred twentY-four students were involved in the program. They were separated into five
teams which consisted of: 77 elementary education majors; 112 elementary/early childhood
education majors; 130 elementary/special education majors; 174 Arts and Sciences - Teacher
Education majors (prospective secondary school teachers); 131 all-level majors in Art, Music
and Health/Physical Education. Each team consisted of four faculty members, with the
exception of the Arts and ScienCes Teacher Education team with six, each having half-
time assigned to the program. All funding for the programs came from inside sources.,
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Institutionalized Program: Spring, 1974

In the Spring, 1974 all students taking their first education course were plaged..,in4.
program which was a-revised version of the Fall, 1973 model. Three hundred eighty-seven
students were involved in the program. They were separated into five teams as follows:
EED - 47;, EED/ECE - 77; E ED/SPE - 73; A&S/TE - 113; and all-level 77. Each of the

three EED teams consisted of three faculty members with half-time assignments while
each of the other two teams had four faculty members with half-time assignmects.

PROGRAM SUMMARY

In reality, there are several "CBTE Programs" operating concurrently. Each program
made significant changes based on the findings of its predecessor and the conditions that
existed When the program was initiated. Consequently, the identified programs is similar
yet very different. Additionally, the programs,and activities for preparing elementary school
teachers, secondary school teachers, and all-level teachers are different in many aspects.

The two institutionalization activities'encompass three different designs or possibly
six, since differences exist between the three EED teams.

OVERNANCE

A set of conditions invo ving governance and/orpanagement relate to the Slate
Education Agency. Eath insti tion with a teacher; preparation program was directed to
operationalize a Teacher Center by the beginning of the 1973-74 academic year. The
Center is advisory, but must review all program changes prior to their submission to the Agency.
Membershipin the, Center i cludes representation from tote university, the public schools and
the teaching profession. Th s body replaced another body called the Council onTeacher
Education that had a simil. function, but whose 'membership did not specifically include the
profession.

Due to conditions in and outside the College of Education, the faculty decided the
Colleges' Constitution sh auld be revised. Many of the revisions were a response to the needs
of our new and developi g programs. The process of revising the constitution began in Fall,
1973, and was complet d in April, 1974. The changes included recognition of the Teacher
Center and the inolusio of the profession and student membership on some of the College's
committees.

CONCLUSION

The oppor nity to use the criteria statements came at a time when programs and
governance ,were in transition. Thus, the issue of how to apply the criteria statements had to
be resolved pursua t to two questions. To what program or programs should the criteria
statements be app led? And, what person or persons should apply the criteria statements?
These questions resolved with the assumption: "The criteria statements can be used to
identify areas Of trength, and areas where additional effort need to be applied." Thus, it was
decided to apply the statements generally to all program activities collectively. This alloired
the process to be used when making judgements about specified areas in all programs, thereby
-facilitating decisions concerning their value and their continued use. This also allowed for
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the identification of areas where additional attention was needed. It was decided that the
person directly responsible and accountable for all the programs should apply the criteria
statements. In our particular case, this was the Atsociate Dean with responsibility for the

'undergraduate teacher education programs.
The prodess was based on the assumption that "observable data should exist for each

criterion statement as a prerequisite to quality considerations." Thus, the process included
attempts to locate observable data for each of the criteria statements. This process is best
illustrated by describing the activities associated with selected statements.

ILLUSTRATION NUMBER I

Statement

Competency statements are specified and revised based upon an analysis of job
definition and theoretical formulation of professional responsibilities.

Process

After some thought about the statement it was decided the criteria could be
satisfied by evaluating the following indicators:

1. Existence of a set of 'assumptions
2. Existence of a product model
3. Data in-put from the field
4. An indexing of competency statements to the assumptions; the product

model; and/or the data in-put from the field'

Three similar sets of assumptions about the program were located. Neither set had been
officially approved. What seemed needed to completely satisfy this indicator is adoption of
a set of assumptions by the College.

A product model for the pilot programs was located; however, there were none for the
institutionalized program. This is a case where applying the criteria to one area of the program
produced epositive response and when applying to another, a negative response. We have
neglected having the pilot product model or its replacement formally and approved
by-the larger group of faculty.

There was evidence of in-put from the field for the pilot programs and the secondary
education program. The evidence was-in the form of minutes of meetings, reports, and lists
of revised competencies that resulted from these meetings. This indicator for meeting the
criteria was partly satisfied, but needs additional work in some of the program areas.

No evidence was found in any area of indexing of competency statements to the
assumptiOns;_tke product model; and/or the data in-put from the field. ,1/4

Conclusion

-fhItTiOicators that were selected to measure the program in the area identified by the
criteria statemen wed progress had been made. However, there are obvious areas in which
additional effort needs to lied.
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ILLUSTRATION NUMBER 2

Instructional specifications are reviewed and revised based on learner feedback data.

The indicators selected for use were as follows:

1 Evidence of a learner feed-back system
2. Evidence of change in the instructional specifications based on the feed-back

Students were provided with several opportunities to react to the program. These
included: module evaluation forms to be completed when the module is exited; cards to be
compiled on the quality of material used in the Learning Resource Center; and questionnaires,
administered at the end of the semester, which sought reaction to the total semester's
experience. Although a number of feed-back opportunities were identified, there does not
seem to be a system of feed-back operating, at leastjna formalized procedure:

As the operation of the pilot programs were reVteive4and compared with the in-
stitutionalized program, differences were identified. Some of these changes and improvements
can be traced to student feed-back.

qt.

Conclusion

The program conceptualization and design was sensitive to learner feelings. This
is apparent du@ to the number of opportunities earners have to express their feelings and
opinions about the program. The major problem red lack of order and system in the
overall process. There is much randomness for effect and efficient use of feed-back.

ANALYSIS

The preceeding descriptions are illustrative of the procedures applied to each criterion
statement. In each instance, indicatorthqwere observable and measurable were identified
and used. (When using the criteria stateMentis way, it is critical thatindicators be
identified for each statement.) The data obtained busing the indicators were then reviewed
and evaluated. The process used was similar to a needs assessment and provided valuable
information about the program. The remaining step is to compare the findings with the
perceptions of the program developers and implementors; and, to make the changes which
are viewed as necessary to move us more rapidly, effectively end efficiently toward our Boa!
of institutionalization,

7
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DATA UTILIZED IN APPLYING THE CONSORTIUM
CRITERIA TO THE TOLEDO CBTE'PROGRAMS

Stuart Cohen,--University of Toledo

The initial request for me to respond to the Consortium Criteria document came
from Dean Dickson. This was a natural assignment fora variety of reast--- I

in the Toledo CBTE programs in such roles as: instructor on an interdisciph
team, instructional designer and revisor of modules, satellite school facilitator,_

e served
ry elementary

d supervisor
of CBTE students. More important perhaps, is my role as chairman of the committee on
assessment and revision (A/R) which has among its responsibilities: ( monitoring and
modifying the computer-based information management system, (2) deve ing and
monitoring on-going formative evaluation, and (3)Jlesigning and impfementin rogrammatic
research. To help accomplish these'tasks I have been given some released time. I also

--serve on the College Instructional Improvement Committee (CI IC) which is the policy making
-Txidy for the_CBTE programs (see organizational chart appended). In addition, I chair
the Department of ducatiorial Psychology which has been intergrallY involved in both
the-elen:Len nd secondary CBTE programs.

Upon receipt of the Dean's request, itook the consortium documents to the weekly
meeting of theA/R committee. Unfortunately, AIR has discovered that their work has
expanded well beyond the time available to complete it. Thus, I was not welcomed with
a ticker-type parade at tie prospect of an additional task. Out of necessity the committee
has acquired a divisi of labor. Individuals are often entrusted with sole responsibility
for tasks with th stipulation that a final report be communicated' to the committee for
diteu__ssion an possible modification. With committee approval, I wrote the report in
resportdm p the consortium criteria.

After reading the original 33 criteria and the explanations for each, I gathered the
minutes from the CI IC meetings, the reports from the AIR meetings, copies of modules
from both elementary and secondary programs, the formative evaluation report which
had been completed for the secondary program, and even a copy of the original Toledo
Model. In addition, I examined the analysis of the results of the CBTE program opinionaire
administered to elementary students and secondary students. Armed with this data and
my own biases I commenced to respond to each criterion in order of listing.

At the time I began the AIR committee had just completed a classification of all
objectives using the following categories: Bloom's taxonomy, Gagne's hierarchy, Mager's
criteria for a well stated objective, the nature of the response mode (selected, constructed,
or field-performance) an g the existence of both pre -tests and post-tests. This information
provided an analytical scheme by which to examine the current program and helped in
responding to questions regarding competency specifications instruction. and assessment.

During this past year a number of opinionaires and questionnaires were administered
to .CBTE students, faculty and cooperating teachers. At the time of the response to the
33 criteria the data from one opinionaire was available.

The 32 item opinionaire Was developed by the team council and contained items
of concern expressed by both students and faculty. The opinionaire was administered
to 79 secondary students and 190 elementary students representing each course block
in the pre-seivice professional sequence prior to student teaching (the opittionaire and the
results are appended). The frequency of response to a five item Likert scale from strongly
agree to strongly disagree were tabulated collectively from the entire program and separately
for each item for each of the six blocks. The results were also examined using a step-wise
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multiple discriminate analysis. The latter analysis indicated that 16 items exceeded F
yakiii beyond .01 level. For the most part, items produced differential responses by
blocks. The three questions which produced the greatest differences across teams were
in order: "class time scheduled for advisor meetings,is about right,- "the pace of this
class is too fast," and "we'redoing too much work for 8 hours credit." Analysis of the
overall responses produced interesting findings. For example, 61% of all students agreed
or strongly agreed that "all things considered this class is pretty good" compared with
19% who disagreed or strongly disagreed with that statement. For the item "most of
the things we do for this class seem relevant for teaching kids in schools," 59% strongly
agreed or agreed while 21% strongly disagreed or disagreed. The opinionaire helped to
confirm expectations but also produced surprises. For example, results revealed that
students disliked using the testing center for pre-tests and post-tests. The results of this
opinionaire were interpreted cautiously until it can be readministered regularly and
definitive trends identified. Nevertheless, preliminary findings did provide information
in responding to criteria concerning instruction, assessmenVand management.

While the evaluation report of any one person is always subject to the losyncrasies
of that individual's perceptions, the only data I can suggest that corroborates those
perceptions is the fact that the results of the report submitted at the Houston conference
were viewed by the AIR committee and members of the-CI IC. So far, no one has challenged
the statements 'Contained therein. Like other CBTE efforts the Toledo program has its
strengths and weakneSns. The use 'of the consortium criteria has helped to highlight

:both.

7
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THE INSTRUMENT

(AMPLIFIED FORMAT)



AMPLIFIED FORMAT

Competency Specifications

1.0 Competencies are based on an analysispf the professional role(i) and/or a theoretical
formulation of professional responsibilities.

Indicators: 1.1 Rationale for program model and competencies is written

1.2

,c,oncrete and definitive not written
N--,

ssumptions about learner's pro sicula role, program constraints,
,,land learning'and instructional priff -explic-Attiir,

yes no

1.3 Each competency in program can, be logically linked to program
mg/del

all 100%. 50% no
competencies comp. comp. comp.

.)----2.----__

1.4 ,rogram personnel who designed program can describe rational
and inloMpetencies to model.

all personnel only small core' of developers

1.5 Entire program conceptualized as an integrated whole

1.61

total program specific parts.
conceptualited designed; overlap
then specific and gaps formed
parts developed by analysis, then

linked together

specific parts
designed

1 Each criterion has an indicator added to facilitate the study of indicators unique to specific
progi.ams. Users are encouraged to add as many as are appropriate to the situation.



2.0 Competency statements describe outcomes expected from the performance of pro-
fession related functions, or those knowledges, skills, and attitudes thought to be
essential to the performance of those functions.

Indicators: 2:1

(/

A

Sub competeAcies and objectives are logically linked to those
competencies expected for program completion.

always ust,Ily never
clearly related related
related .
,

2.2 Instructional objectives are sequenced from entry-level behaviors
to exit criteria.

sequence related tok .sequence broad,
a logical rationale determined by

colleie

no sequence

2.3 Terminal competencies emphasize pErrformance and/or consequence
objectives, not cognitive objectives.

all are con- most are con-
sequence and/or sequenCe, per-
gezformance and formance, or
affective com- affective com-
petencies petencies; a

very few cognitive

2.4

"3.0 Cdmpetency sta.tents facilitate criterion-referenced assessment:

Indicators: 3.1 Competency statements are clear and concise.

all cognitive

7
alrcompetency state- most competency none
ments are clear to all statements are' clear are
students to most students clear

3.2 Statements include criteria levels and behaviors which meet
acceptable standards.

611

)

none
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1.3 Criteria are based on available evidence which is rela t d to
effective performance of teachers

all

3.4 Competency statements describe:

a. Settings or conditions
for assessment

b. content of performance

c. Level of performance
for acceptable practice

all
statements

one.

all none-
statements

all
statements

one

3.5

4.0 Competencies are treated as tentative predictors otprofessio01 effectiveness, and are
subjected to continual validation protedures.

Indicators: 4.1 Program includes research component to validate competencies

Personnel and Planned Some No planned
resources are validation validation validation
specifically effort is testing is effort is
assigned to
this component

evident done evident

7

4.2 Competency statements are continually analyzed and revised

Statements are
sitstamatically
reviewed for pos-
sible deletioti
or revision for
each training cycl_O

Someleompetencies
are revised or deleted
for each training
cycle

GF

Competencies are
treated as permanent
objectives



4

r

4.3

=1'0-

5.0 Competencies are specified dnci.made public prior to instruction.

Indicators:\ 5.1 Required competencies and options are to learners as
they ehter program. ,

II

N-,

*

,

Written statement Written requirements Students can not
of,cbmPetencies . are available to student describe the program,
and diagnostic prior to each prdgrarn its competencies,

. procedures are , part. and their options.
provided student as
he enters program.

5.2 AIL required competencies are sp

All specified,
sandpublished

most
"4-

d prior to initial instruction.

competencies written
program implemented

5.3 Indicators of competence vary among individuals and from
setting to setting.

Flexible' indicators
as.apPropriate

5.4

Rigid indicators
required of all

,
,6.0 ''''Learners.cortipleting the CBE program demonstrate'a wide range of competency

pro iits-., . a

Inc!, cators: 6:1 Both cies are includedintianddrequire an opoa competencies the
8

. --,_
,

,

program.
--.---.., .

'many oPtio operfto students

ly ,



6:2 ividual.learnerneeds dictate program emphases.

always generally neve

6.3 Required competencies and options are made.known to students
in advance.

alwaifs generally

.). 6.4 Program options are not closed.

never

6

yes

6.5/ g6tudents may choose program opfions.

"no

.
ye ' no

6.6 Leaitie cognitive styles, teaching setting, area of initructionid
in determining program options.

Instruction

7.0 The instructional program is derived from and linked to,,specified competencies.

Indicators: 7.1 CompetenCies determine the learning outcomes to be acquired.

yes , no

O

All learning outcomes
(knowledge; skills, etc.)
of the instructional program

,are derived and linked to
specified competencies./

Activities are not
related to specified

, competencies.
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7.2 Activities provided for the student-to use in acquiring the competencies
are determined by the nature of the competency: (i.e., One does
not learn problem solving skills from expository teaching).

Activities are derived from
and linked to the Qom-

_ petericies to be acquired.

Therolationships
between activities
and the competency
being acquired are
not evident.

7.3 The elements in evaluation instruments'nstruments are directly related to
specified competencies.

4.

Each element of
'studentevaluation
instruments is directly
tracable to a specified
competency

7.4Y

There appear to be no
relationships between
the items,in student
evaluation, instruments
and specified
competencies

8.0 Instruction which supportsdompetency development is organized intounits of manageable
size.

.
V

IndicatOrs: 8.1 . The size of the instructional unit is dependent upon program variables.

The size of the The size of the instruc-
instructional unit is tional unit is not
related logically t logically established.
appropriate program The size varies widely.
variables.

8.2 Instructional units.are organized and partitioned,to provide data
and feedback on learner's stage of development.

At the end of each instructional
unit the learner is given"feed-
back on progress.

The unit size is not
related to the student's
feedback needs.



-V,

8.3 Learner's experience with instructional units is used to
determine suitability of unit size.

Student's feedback
concerning the suit-
ability of units (by .

length, complexity,
amount of content,
etc.) is used to re-
vise units.

8.4

No attempt is
made tO`obtain
knowledge
of sfudent's ex-
perience in using
units.

9.0 Instruction is organized and implemented so as to accommodate learner style,
sequence preference, pacing and perceived needs.

Indicators: 9.1 Instruction provides alternative learning activities.

Instructional units pro-
vide suggested alternate
learning activities
which accommodate the
students' learning style.

No provision is made
in instructional units
for individual students'
learning styles_

9:2 Program sequenceincludes a wide.range of options.

Program sequence options are
known by learner.

9:3 Instruction is paced to the learner.

Program sequence
options are neither
known or available
to learner.

Learners proceed
at varying paces
through each segment
of the program.

0

Some differentiation
is made in learner -

pacing but determin-
ed primarily by
learner circum-
stances rather
than program design.

7

Learners all
proceed at the
at the saw pace
through the
'program.



9.4 Instruction provides for learner perceived needs.

Instructional units
include "learner
select'options for
insttion.

Instructional options
for achieving competence
not available to
program.

9.5 The learner is given opportunities to assess effectiveness of his preferred
leen-Ting styles.

There are opportunities
for the student to
closely examine with
technical and pro-
fepional assistance
The learning styles
preferred.

Little br noattention
is given to the relative
effectiveness of particular
learning styles as they
are applied by particular

.individuals in reaching
their objectives.

9.6 Conferences are held with learners at prescribed intervals.

Know schedule of
conferences combined
with open system where
conference really held
When needed.

9.7

No conferences
held.

0

10.0 Learner progress is determined by demonstrated competence.

10.1 The student is knowledgable of the general nature of competencjes
and criteria used to determine the extent to which performOce
approadhes professional standards for acceptgAlity.

Student descii es
competen and

ndards for
acceptality.

Student not abte .
to describe dom.
petencies request
or criteria that
are acceptable.



-1-Q.2 Learner progress records are adequately detailed in terms of
the competencies to be acquired.

Learner progress records
are adequately detailed,
in terms of the com-
petencies.to be acquired%

Learner progress
records,not kept
on file.

10.3 Learner progress records are used to chart future programs'
directions.

to

rner-progress records
de frequently used to
hart progfam direction.

a .7 Learner progress
records are seldom
if ever used to chart
prbgram direction.

10.4 The demonstration of progress in acquiring the competericy is
the focus of attention in determining the extent to which the
learner is experiencing success.

Success is determined by
extent of progress
in` cquiring the corn-
pe ncy.

Success is determined
by some other other
criterion such as amount
of knowledge acquired,
or number of activities
completed.

10.5 The instruction management system makes provisions for students
to be working at various points of development concurrently.

10.6

Instruction is modularized
and organized to be carried
out individually or in small
groups by variable scheduling
techniques.

7

Instruction is based
on the assumption
that 41 students
should acqUire the same
!earnings at the same
time.



11.0 The extent of learner's progress in demonstrating competencies is made knOWill to
him throughout the program.

,

Indicators: 11.1' Learner progress records are drpeintained and available.to all
concerned (learner, instructors, counselors).

9

Learner progress records
are accessible, adequately
detailed, and open to
himself, instructors, and
counselors.

Learner progress
records are in-
accessible, in-
adequate, and/or
closed to students.

11.2 The instructional staff (instructors and counselors) and learner
periodically review progress records in conference.

Student progress
conferences are
held frequently.

Student progress
conferences are
non- existent.

,11.3 The instructional management system prchides for the frequent
and/or continuous updating of the student's progress records.

Progress records updated
. on a continuing basis:

Progress records if
available are only
updated at infrequent
(i.e., semester end)
periods.

11.4 The student is provided with opportunities to acquire skill in .

analyzing and evaluating his own professionalbehavior.

11.5

In addition to being
prcivided with information
about his progress, the
student is helped to
acquire skill in analyzing
his own professional
behavior.

Little or no at-
.: tention is given

to the analysis of
the student's progress,
and none in helping
th'e student acquire
this skill himself..



12.0 Instructional specifications are reviewed and revised based on feedback data.

Indicators: 12.1 Specifications for the instructional system are explicit and
all concerned (students, instructors, counselors, instructional
professional services personnel, etc.) are aware of these
specifications.

A list of specifications
for the instructional
system is published.

Neither specifica-
tions nor policies.
concerning the
instructional system
have been recorded
much less made
known to those
involved.

12.2 Procedures have been established for having students assess
the instructional system.

On a frequent periodic
or continuing basis
students are asked to
react to the effective-
ness of the procedures
used in the instruc-
tional system.

No attempt is made
to obiain students'
reactions to the in-
structional pro-
cedures. ,

12.3 A wide range of data is considered in The analysis of the in-
structional system. (Student time, instructor time, in-
structional resources, management needs, learner performance,
etc.).

An extensive collection
of data is used for the
analysis of the instruc-
tional system.

No attempt is made
to analyze the
operation of the
instructional system.

1241 Data obtained from the analysis of the instructions system as
provided by student feedback are used to revise the s tem.

r1

On a frequent periodic
or continuing basis the
instructionaltystem is
revised froni data pro-
vided by student feedback.

<
71;

No systematic or regular
attempt is made to revise
the instructional system.
Changes are made primarily
on demand from some con-
dition or authority.



Assessment

13.0' Competency measures are related validly to competency statements.

Indicators: 13.1 A listing of performance indicators is included with each corn-
petency statement.

Vlultiple'indicators
are present for all
competency state- .

rnents

Few competency
Statements have
multiple
indicators

6

No competency
statements
have more than
one indicator

13.2 Indicators are logically,related to competency statements:

all
competencies

some
of them

none

13.3 Measuring instratnents are logically related to indica

all
competencies

13.4

some
of them

none

14.0 Competency measures are specific, realistic, and set sitive fro niiiihce.

Indicators: 14.1 Competency measures discriminate between learners who
demonstrate and those who do not demOstrate competency.

All measures
most of the time

Most measures
most of the time

Undetermined

14.2 Measures assess consistency of performance over time.

Always Usually Seldom

..t



14.3 Reliability of instruments is known and high.

Computed for Some
all instruments instruments
and high

Not known

14.4 Procedures for measuring competency demonstration are
specified so as to assume quality and consistency.

Generally followed
and knpwn by data
collegkors

Procedures not
specifigd, known
or followed.

14.5 Data collection procedures require realistic time and resource
expenditures by students and staff.

Realistic Unrealistic

15.0 Competency Measures discriminate cin the basis of standards set for competency
demonstration.

Inditors: 15.1 Specific acceptable standards are established prior to competency
demonstration for all competencies.

Standards are set
and made public.

Some standards
are set in advance

15.2 Standards are based upon data.

Standards are depen-
dent upon individual
case, decided after
competency tlernqnstra-
tion.

Logic, data or Standards are Standards are un-
research is used present but known or dependent
as basis for primarily upon individual
standards. based upon cases.

judgment or on
negotiation among
developers..

78
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15.3 Competency measures provide data indicating the extent to
which standards are met.

For all
standards

For some For no
standards standards

15.4 Standards are realistic 9cpectations of professional developmental.

All standards
appropriate for
particular phase 2
professional
development.

Some standards
are appropriate

a

Standards are not
realistic for particular

phase 4 program to
which they are applied.

15.5 Standards are applied based on the demonstration context.

Standards may be
negotiated prior
to demonstration.

15.6

Standards are Standards are,non-
modified in in- resistant or rigidly
dividual cases.after
competency demon-
stration attempted.

16.0 Data provided by competency measures are manageable and useful in decision matting.

Indicators: 16.1 Data are collected and stored in an easily retrievable forM.

Data on competency
measures are col-
lected and centrally
stored.

Some data are
collected, storage

not planned or
centrally located.

,e

16.2 .Data are repotted at pre-specified decision points.

Not collected or
not stored.

Reports are helpful
to decision makers

aJ

Some reports a're No reports are
made as a result generated.
of special needs.



16.3 Data are used in making programmatic decisions.

Data are generated
as a basis for de-
cision making.

Occasionally data
used as a basis
for decision
making.

!-
No 'used.

16.4 Data collection and analysis piocediires areleasible in term
of time, personnel, and resources.

Efficiently handled
within resources.

Collected but
seldom used
because pro-
cedures are
cumbersome.

16.5 Data are easy to interpret..

16.6

Burden is on
prograrh, or
not collected.

Format of data Not easily
analysis is dear. interpretable.

17.0 Compete* measures and standards are specified and made public prior to instruction.

IhdicatOrs: 17.1 Competency measures and standards are in a written form.

For all competency some are None are
measures and available. written.
standards.

17.2 Competency measures and standards are specified in advance.

yes for 'some no

17.3 Students can describe co petency measures and standards.

all known to tirmim some known unkhOwn to
students

80
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17.5

Procedures for demonstr OW° dompetencias are knorin
students and faculty.

---
Known to all

vernance and Management

Known to some. Unknown to
students.

18.0 Policy statements are written to govern, in broad outline, the intended structure;
content, operation and resource base of the program.

Indicators: 18.1 A formally recognized policy-making or governing body exists
for the program.

A governing body is
recognized as having
responsibility and
authority for making
policies for the
program.

No authority recognized
to which one may turn to
obtain knowledge 9f
existing policies upon
which to base program
operations. -

18.2 An institutions, agencies, organizations, and groups participating
in the program are represented in policy decisions that affect
the program.

When policies are formed
all persons or groups which
may be affected by those
policies are represented.

.
No policies or policies
made by one group.

18.3 Policy decisions are supported by and made aft consideration
of data on program effectiveness and resources re fired.

Data are collected, and
systematically stored,
and considered in re-
viewing, changing or
creating policies.

No research base exists
for policy decisions. .),4

Policies are the reTsulYof,
power relationships
and personal opinions.



18.4 An explicit statement of policies for management and governance
of the program is available to all involved or concerned.

Such a statement of policies
is in printed form, current
and frequenthi referred to
by persons involved in manage-
ment or governance of the
program.

There appears to be no orderly
statements of policies avail=
able to persons involved in
management or governance of
the program.

18.5 A'ssocidted with the statemert of policies for management and
governance of the program is a list of the competencies
specified to be demonstrated for edit from the program.

18.6

Therdexists a manual or
handbook which presents
statements of competencies
specified to be demonstrated
for exit accompanied by ,

interpretativ

The expected outcomes of the
program are not clearly
available even in general
statements.

Policies, organization, and managementprocedures are readily
modified and regularly reviewed.

Process knoWn to all;
review process regular.

18.7.

No known governance
structure or a rigid,
unmodifiable one.

19.0 Management functions, responsibilities, procedures and mechanisms are dearly
defined and made explicit.

Indicators: 19.1 Management decisions reflect stated,prograrri ilosophy
and potic

\\ When management deciiions area
--;>-

made, the decision is accompanied
byd-retionale which cites the
program polieles and/or as ump-
tions upon which the decisions
are maxle.

v4.

Q

When decisions are made
they.are primarily forced
by urgent cooditions and
represdht an arbitrary solution
derived from political rather
than ilitional interactiSn.



19.2 The pefton or group with responsibility for decision-,making.
has the authority and resources to implement the decision.

-

No p
to
decisi

, the a
neede
of the

rson or group is, required
.0 ,ement em ern ent

n un ess ovided with
thoritv andlesources
to fulfill the requirements

decision.

Frequently persons or
groups are asked to imple-

. ment plans for which they
haveneither the resources
nor the authority.

19.3 Program management and governance operationsare designed
to model the charaCteristics desired of schools and classroom
in Wrieffprogram graduates will teach.

The criteria established for the
management and governance of the
teacher education program repre-

' sents the kind of management and
'governance proearb which would
be desirable for the schools in
which the graduates are likely
to teach.

The criteria used foe
assessing the manage-
ment and governance of
the teacher education program
differ from those thought
suitable for the schools
in which the graduates'
are likely to teach.

19.4 Job definitions, staff selection, and job assignment respon,
sibilities carried out by the same management-governance

'teams-Arbo are entrusted with other management-governance
functions.

The preparation of job des-
criptions, the selection
of staf.f and the assignment
of personhelUt tasks is
eiunction of4re manage-
ment-governance team.

.Various individuals in
management are entrusted
with various management
functions. There is little
or no attempt to co-
ordinate.

19_5- formally recognized procedures and mechanisms exist for
an-lying at the various levels of program management decisions.

, 131 Procedures for program Mattage-
,
Tent

.

decisions and'made public,
used consistently, and
,acceptable to all involved.

Procedures for program manage-
ment decisions are
consistently followe



19.6

Total, Program
- ,

6.,
20.0 Program staff attempt to model the attitudes and behaviors desiredbf students in

the program. . .

Indicators: 20.1 Faculty and staff meet regularly to,work as teams.
O

Always ^ Sometimes Never

20.2 Staffitreats students withthe respect and concern for suppok
which is"of the. same high qUality expected Of graduates with
their relation to school pupils.

Always Sometinles

4

\ Never

20.3 Staff members penly share differences of philosophy and,
social positions o that students see the appropriateneSs
and strength in diversity.

Always Sometimes Never

20,4 Instructional staff use the CBE printiples in their own tattling.

No

21.0 Provisions are made lor staff orientation, assessment, improvement, and reward.

Indicators! 21.1 Personnel, training programs are competency-based.

I inprovement of
prograTh personnel activities.
isethrough a CBE
designed system:

-44 .4 7
Isdiated No organized

training program.

84
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21.2 Evaluation profiles are kept on all, staff and made available'
.-to them.

Yes No

21.3 Faculty reward structure consistent with CBE role descriptions,
requirements and devekTement.

o

kV

Yes No

21.4 Staff deve'opment activities are recognized as important as

teaching, research, and publication.

21.5

Yes - No

Research and dissemtion activities are an integral part of the total instructional
system.

0

IndiCators: 22.1 A research strategylor validating and revising the pam is
,operational.

a .

U

Written procedures, Some efforts to . Notbeing
hypotheses, date; studyresults of done.
systematically applied. ""program.

27.2 Reports of completed studies are used in revising program.

tq

'Numerous written Data or unwritten No reports.
Kaports,available, reports available.
_Used.

44 ,22.3 Research management system is operatigfial

Yes, comprehensive, me processet, NOt
workable, working. /not systematic. operational.

\.

8::
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22.4 Procedures for sharing results with other programs and for
obtaining their reports,are operational.

Regularly shareswith Haphazard sharing No relationship
at least two programs, of results with other than casual
ome sharing with other programs. ones.
en others.

22.5 S aff can describe the research strategy, on-going studies, and

22.6

c nclusions of previous efforts.

All'staff Some Onlrfor studies
he is engaged in.

23.0 Institutional flexibility i§ su iciest for all aspects of the program.

Indicators: 23:1 Resour e allocation is based on student outcomes rather than
course ompetencies.

Resourc s allocation
determin d by'objectives
complete by students.

Resources allocated
by course enrollments.

23.2 Additional resources (personnel: materials, facilities, funds)
are provided for program develdpment.

30'34 or more
increase for
program design.

15% increase
in resources'
(personnel and
dollars).

None

23.3 Resources are contributed by all consortium members (school
districts, colleges; professions)..to collaborativyffort beyond
individual institrional needs.

All partners contribUte At least one institution No additional
funds, and,personnel to provides additional funds provided.
build consortium. funds:

8 G



23.4 Course, grading, and program revision procedures support the
tentativeness necessary to compliment the program.

'Changes readily t Involved broce- No changes
accepted on dures and numerous possible,
experimental authorizations by
basis. committees on ad-

ministrators
necessary for
changes.

23.5

I

24.0 The program is planned and operated as a totally unified, integrated system.

Indicators:' 24.1 The program.was planned as aptally integrated system.

0

Total program Courses compiled Independent
,designed prior into a program. parts grouped
to ihdependent together and
parts. called a program.

24.2 The program is operated as a system.
C

Decisions reflect Many
consideration of .isolated
the total syitem. independent

decisions.

24.3 Management is by objectives,

Yes Somewhat

24.4 Evaluation system. provides.continual feedback to assess
,objectives achipvemerit for various sub-systems.

Data available , Data occasionally. None
and used, Program used. operational.
revised.



24.5 When making decisions on one phase of the prograM, impact
on other sub-systems is calculated and considered;

Always Sometimes , Never

24.6 The sub-systems are continually being mojlified.

Yes Somewhat No

24.7 Harmony in, principles among various sub-systems is apparent.

, Internal Consistency can No consistency,
consistency be generally or not
easily apparent. identified. considered.

,,-

24.8 The priogram is continually evaluated against the actual pro-
fessional needs, and refined based on feedback.

24,9

'Formaa review Program not,
struct re 447 amenable to
operational; modification.
changes continually
being, considered.


